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FAMILY CONTRIBUTION SCHEDULE FOR THE
BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT
PROGRAM, 1981

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1981

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ART AND HUMANITIES,

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, in room 4232, Dirk-
sen Senate Office Building, commencing at 2:30 p m., Senator
Robert T. Stafford (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding

.Present. Seikators Stafford and Pell.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR STAFFORD

Senator STAFFORD. The Subcommittee on Education, Art and Hu-
manities will please come to order.

We have ca:led this hearing today to consider the family contri-
bution schedule proposed by the Secretary of Education for the Pell
grant program for the 1982-83 academic year.

The Pell grant program, so named to honor my good friend and
colleague from,Rhode Island, Senator Claiborne Pell, is among our
most important education programs. It is the principal mechanism
of access to higher education for the least advantaged in our soci-
ety. Thus. the Pell grant program fulfills the basic Federal respon-
sibility in educationthe maintenance and extension of equality of
opportunity.

At a time when the growth in cost of college attendance exceeds
the rate of inflation, it is imperative that we continue to have in
place a viable program of financial assistance for young people
such as the Pell grant program. I am only too painfully aware of
the great promise of the Middle Income Student Assistance Act of
1978 and of last year's Education Amendments, which provided for
greater Pell grant benefits for greater numbers of needy students

While I recognize the need to reduce our overall level of Federal
spending, the funding level for the Pell grant program achieved in
the budget, reconciliation process earlier this year represents the
bare minimum necessary to fund adequately millions of students
who, eyen with the support of family resources, employment earn-
ings, State assistance, and other Federal student aid programs, will
stilYhave considerable unmet need.

After reviewing the proposed family contribution schedule sent
o the Congress on October 13, after a delay of over 2 months by



the inimuustration, I haLe a number of concerns over the impact
the, s.chedul mill hale on many students currently eligible for Pell
grants The administration is also proposing legislative changes as
an alternative to its family contribution schedule. I look forwardo
hearing the justification for these proposals. and the reaction of the
,..ducation community to the legislating proposals as well as to the
actual family contribution schedule.

I am also hopeful that the severe dislocation experienced by stu-
dents and institutions in the last 2 years due to delays in receiving
notification of Pell grant 'awards will not teem. Almost as impor-
tant to students as the amount of their Pell grant awards is the
timint: of these awards, so that students. especially those deciding
which institution of higher education to attend, can make informed
choices as to the financing of their education The delay and uncer-
tainty of the past two Fell grant payment cycles has resulted in
thousands of prospective students postponing their college educa-
tion Although I would hope that the resolution of this issue is sat-
isfactory to all concerned parties, it is absolutely essential that the
final payment schedule be both etitiittible and timely

Senator Pell, do you have an opening statement"'

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PEL

Senator l'Faa. Thank you. Mr Chairman
Nlr ('hairman. the proposed family contribution schedule con-

firms my worst fears over the extremely harmful effect the
administration's recommendations would have upon the effective
operation of the Pell grant program.

First, the proposed schedule is tied to an expected apprppriaton
of :t;2 1,7 billion for Pell grants for fiscal 192 Tins is more than
t317)0 million below the i;2.6.'") billion authorized by the Congress in
the Budget Reconciliation Act We considered they :32 6.5 billion an
ahsolute minimum when we cut the pen grant authorizcition earli-
ei this year. and I mould hope me mould not retreat Ifout-thur.----

-figure
Second, if' we accepted the administration's alternative that in-

Lolves no statutory changes, me would be recituring a family to ono-
ibute at least In percent of its discretionary iritiome to a student's

education On an average. this would mea. that'no family with an
income more than :316,000 would be eligible to receive a Pell
arrant That would cont auto a total rejection of the Middle Income
Student Assistance A' ",-y my mind, it is an unacceptable alterna-
t lilts should be rejected

the second alternative proposed by the administration islutle better It mould make major, substantive changes in the pro -ii in the Education Amendments of 1980, Among these are.
Setting the maximum Pell giant at :31.670 and 50 percent of the
student's cost of attendance as opposed to the :2.100 and 60 per-
cent comained in the 19,0 amendments for the 19t,2-83 school

ar, reinstituting home equity and stipulating that only :330,000 of
home Nina', could be excluded from the calculation of a family's
assets. as opposed t the provision in current law excluding all
home equity from consideration in calculating a family's assets: re-
do 'mg tomaining assets from s10,000 as provided in the 19S0
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amendments to .000, deferring for a second consecutive year the
liberalized cost of attendance pros isions of the 1980 amendments.
thus denying recognition of the increased cost of sing oser the
past 2 years.

Fourth, the administration proposals would mean that some-
where between .,00,000 and 550.000 students no' receising Pell

'grants would be dropped from the program These changes would
be particula:ly harsh upon middle income families, the people who
bear the heasiest tax burden in our Nation and who would Find the
dream of a college education for their children very difficult to
achieve.

I would urge, therefore, that my colleagues reject the proposed
family contribution schedule. I would also hope that we might reit-
erate our support for an appropriation of Cr billion and inclu-
sion in the family contribution schedule of as many of the pros i-
sions of the 19(0 amendments as possible, given the limitations of
the $2 6.5 billion authorization

Thank you.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much. Senator Pell

beliese the Chair's intent now is to call up our witnesses in the
order in which they are listed

Before doing that. though, I would like to apologize to our wit-
nesses for the fact that the chairman is going to haw to lease at
2 55 p rn , so Senator Pell will be here to continue these hearings
until I can get back and until they are concluded

Senator PELL. And we will be interrupted, too. by a couple roll-
call votes

Senator STAFFORD. That is correct.
Having said that, and haling apologized la advance, I NA, di ask

Dr,. Edward amendurf, who was one of Vermont's college presi-
dents and he is now Deputy Assistant Secretary for Student Finan-
cial Assistanceif he will now present his statement

STATEMENT OF DR. EIMN ARD 17. ELMENDORF, DEN T1 ASSIST-
ANT SECRETARY FOR STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE, DE-
PARTMENT OF' EDUCATION; CHARLES B. SAUNDERS. JR.. ICE
PRESIDENT. AMERICAN CM NCIL ON EDUCATION; AND DALLAS
MARTIN. EXECI TIN E DIRECI'OR, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION (W
STUDENT FINANCIAL AID ADMINISTRATORS. A PANEL

Dr ELM NDORF Thank you, Mr Chairman, and members of the
committee

I would like to take this opportunity to 'hank you for gis mg me
chance to bring before you the Pell grant proposal, the family

contribution schedule which we have worked to deselop--
Senator STAFFORD Doctor, these mikes do hot work any too well

Could you pull that one closer to you?
Dr ELmENDoRF. How is that?
Senator STAFFORD. That is fine.
Dr. ELNIENDORP, I would also ask for sour indulgence, not having

testified before, so if I miss a couple of protocol steps. I hope you
will remind me

I would like first. with your concurrence, to take my entire testi-
mony ar ' have it introduced into the record in the form in which
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it is predared, and I will prepare a 1.5- or 10-minute digest of thetestimont in the hope that we could move along to the other wit-
nesbes

Senator Sr Ammo) Go ahead, Doctor We will place your entire
statement in the record as if read, and you can summarize it.

Dr Et MENDORF. The ed amendments of 1980 mandated a
common need analysis for Pell grants, and the three major campus-based aid programs beginning with the 1982-83 award year. Thatformula was more liberal than the family contribution schedule.
Additionally, the 1980 amendments further liberalized the Pellgrant program by providing a series of increases in the maximum
award, and the percentage of cost of attendance for which the

_ grants could be used.
I would like to note for the record that these liberalizations wereput into effect for 1982-83, using the assessment rates on discre-

tionary income along the lines of what the Secretary proposed inMarch 1981 The cost of the Pell grant program would exceed 84billion
1p recent weeks, Congress and the administration have recog-nized the need to limit the Pell grant program costs. The Congress,

by establishing a spending ceiling. and by giving the Secretary theauthority to set assessment rates on discretionary income in the
authorizing- legislation, enacted as a part of the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1981 for the administration in the fiscal 1982
proposed spending level of 82 187 billion. The formula which re-sults from applying the ed amc,n'Iments of 1981, the $2.187 billionin the administration's budget proposal, contains relatively harsh
or stringent assessment rates. They begin at 40 percent of the first$7),000 of discretionary income, even though we proposed to main-tain a maximum av'ard in percent of cost of attendance at last
year's level.

An optional means for keeping Peli grant expenditures at a levelin the budget proposal would be to use the statutory reduction lan-
guage contained in the Pell grants authorizing legislation. We havelooked at this and we have rejected this groposal primarily because
it would contain serious negative effects on students from the
lowest income families After the initial reduction of awards, basedon a student's eligibility index, an adti,lional flat percentage rate of
reduction would be levied against every .ward. If we were to accept
and attempt to reach the proposed funding level with a legislative
maximum award of $1,67, using this statutory language, with as-sessment rates on discretionary income contained in our alterna-tive prop°, which I shall outline momentarily, the maximum
Pell grant award would be $1,169.

Therefore, we are proposing what we consider to be a better al-
ternative to either the high assessment rates first mentioned or thetatutory reduction procedures. We are proposing a series of statu-
tory amendments which we believe will merit a more equitable dis-tribution of Pell grant funds These amendments will permit is todevelop a formula which will serve what we consider to be four im-portant objectivesIves

First, to avoid extreme reductions in awerds to stuelents from the
lowest income families Second, to avoid the necessity of establish-
ing excessively high assessment rraes on discretionary income
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Third, to remove several inequities fn awards to students which
occur because or statutory requirements as to how certain assets
and resources are treated.

Fourth, to iilsure that need analysis for the three camptis-based
programs is allowed to proceed, using traditional community devel-
oped methods and unaffected by the efforts to hold down Pell grant
expenditures.

We are therefore proposing the followirg statutory arfiendments
to accomplish these objectives:

First, keep the Maximum 1982-83 grant and cost of attendance
limitation at the same level as they are in 1981-82; that is $1,670
maximum award, that is $1,750 less $80 to meet up the 50-percent
cost of attendance.

Second, the formula will apply to the Pell grants only That is an
important distinction. The second will continue as in past years to
establish benchmarks which other systems must meet to be ap-
proved for determining eligibility for campus-Lased aid.

Third, cost of attendance allowances for off-campus room and
board and other areas which do not involve institutional charges
would be determined by the Secretary.

Fourth, assess home equity as the firstafter first subtracting
$30,000 asset reserves. It should be noted from the inception of this
program that home equity has always been assessed.

Also, we are proposing an $8,000 reserve against personal assets
and reserves of $50,000 for farm and-business assets For example,
this proposal would allow the following treatments for farmers- A
0850,000 reserve against farmland, a $50,000 reserve against farm
machinery, livestock. that is business assets of the farm, a $30,000
reserve against farm home and $8,000 reserve against personal
assets or a cumulative total of $138.000 reserve total potential for
farmers.

Next, we would treat Veterans' Administration and social secu-
rity benefits as part of the family contribution. We would also pro-
pose a couple of technical changes in the treatment of students'
income and assets which we will create more equity in the distribu-
tion of limited funds and, finally, we propose the elimination of
$57.50 for administrative allowances.

If these statutory changes are enacted into law, we feel it will be
possible to establish a more equitable formula One way in which
the formula will result in greater equity is that the assessment
rates can be substantially reduced since additional resources will
be assessed.

Here is an example of how the formula developed to Federal law
is different from the treatment in the statutory proposals which
were enacted.

Let us take a family of four, two parents working, one student in
college, and no assets above the level of reserves Based on the
1982-83 notice of proposed rulemaking, which relies on current
law, the student remains in the eligibility pool up to an adjusted
gross income of 818,560. If the 1982 formula were changed and yoU
were to accept the administratior's proposal, the student's eligibil-
ity pool adjusted gross income would go to $27,054.

The assessment I make from that is that we can nearly maintain
what we now have in the way of the 1981-82 formula by successful

91-693 0 x2 -- 2



consideration of
utory amendmei

Thank you, sir
[The prepared

' 6

the administration's proposed alternative and stat-
its.
. .

statement of Dr. Elmendorf follows:]
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STATEMENT OF

DR. EDWARD M. ELMENDORF

DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY

FOR STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

Testimony

for the Proposed Need Analysis Formula to be Used in the 1982-83 Award
Year for the Three CampuiBased Student Aid Programs and the Pell rant Program

Thank you the opportunity to be with you today to discuss the Administra-

tion's proposals for determining eligibility for Pell Grants and for aid

froe the three campus-based programs (National Direct Student Loans, College

Work-Study, and Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grtnti: during the

1982-83 award year. FirstI would like to make it clear that the proposed

formula published October 16 does not, in several key respects, represent

the Administration's prefered policies for determining need under these

programs. The published proposed regulation is based on current law. The

full Administration policy request, set forth in the preamble of the proposed

regulation, includes statutory amendments which would allow for more equitable

distribution of Pell Grant awards while preserving the traditional distinction

between Pell Grant eligibility and need analysis for the three campus-based

programs. These legislative proposals also reflect prusions in the Presi-

dent's pY 1982 bud4et request.

I appreciate this opportunity to discuss both the proposed regulation based

on current law and the Administration's legislative proposals.

As you know, the Education %mendments of 1980 mandated a common need analysis

for Pell Grants and the three campus-based aid programs beginning with the

1982-83 award year. The oblective was to have a sinele expected family

contribution number,' determined through a single formula, to be used fo,

all foilr programs.

-4.
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In the context of the Pell Grant Program, the 1980 amendments liberalized

the former Savic Grant family contribution schedules in,several important

respects. Ant, they also provided that for the 1982-83 academic year the

maximum' Pell Grant would be '2,100 and that the grant could bo used to meet

up to 60 percent of a student's cost of attendance.

Subsequent to the enactment of the Education Amendments of 1980, the Con-

gress became concerned about the liberalizations for the Pell Grant Program

con mina' in those amendments Which had serious cost implications for the

Federal budget. Congress xceognized the need to limit expenditures in the

Pell Grant Program byprovidinq, in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act

of 1981, an authorized spending ceiling of $2.65 billion and by giving the

Secretary the authority to set the assessment rates on discretionary income.

This nuw law also allows the Secretary to request a waiver of any provision

of the Pell rant authorizing legislation (such as maximum award or percent

of cost of attendance) to meet the authorized funditig level.

If the formula mandated by the Education Amendments of 1980 ware to be

implemented using assessment rater which average 20 percent on the first

$15:000 of discretionary income, and prOgressivelyh;gher rates above that

level, the total cost for the Pell Grant Program would reach about $4

billion assuming the max.= award and percent of cost of attendance set

forth in the Education Amendments of 1980 were also used.

1 9,
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In the_weeks Cihich have elapsed since the OmnibueSudget Reconciliation Act

was enacted, it has become apparent that Pell Grant expenditures must be

held at a level lower than that authorized in that Act if our efforts to

control Federal spending are to succeed. Thus, for Fiscal Year 1982 the

Department is proposing to hold Pell Grant expenditures at 52.187 billion.

This amount is 12 percent below that which was included for the Pell Grant

Program in our FY 1882 budget seemission in March of this year. To maintain

this level within the context of the current law, the published formulla

assumes the maximum award, and cost of attendance percentage limitation

used in the 48142 academia year and includes a series of progressive

assessment rates on discretionary income which are relatively harsh. They

begin Afith-a-rate-ef-40%-eiCitie first 55, 00 of discretionary income and

increase in increments of 5% and 55,600 up.to 55% for all discretionary

income above $15,000.

Using these rates 53,875 would generally be the maximum amount of dis-

cretionary, income that the family could have and still be eligible for a

Pell Grant. A discretionary income of 53,875 would result from an adjusted

gross income figure of approximately 515,860 for a family of four with both

parents working and paying four percent of their income for State and local

income taxes, and a typical amount for Federal income taxes. The higher

assessment rates, thus, would generally only. be applicable to the assessment

of the student's need for the three campus -based programs.
0

0
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Therefore, unless the maximum award were to be reduced we') below the

1981-82'aoademic year level of $1,670 - undoubtedly forcing many students

from the loweii family income levels to leave school - reducing the maximum

award'and percent of cost of attendance would not be sufficient to avoid the

necessity of ex...remely high assessment rates on discretionary income in order
1

tosZeet the proposed funding level for the program.

Another option for meeting the proposed funding level would be to

lower the assessment rates but reduce awards on the basis of the statutory

reduction language contained in the Pell Grant authorizing legislation.
p

However, this method --as a means for achieving subtantial savings -- would

also,result-in major inequities in the. distribution of limited funds.

After the initial reduction of awards based on a student's eligibility

index, an additional flat percentage rate of reduction would be levied

against every award. Those eligible for the highest awards - the lowest

income students - would receive reductions of the largest dollar amount.

If we were to attempt to reach the proposed funding level with a legisla-

ti J maximum awardof $1,670 using only the statutory reduction language,

the effective maximum amount a student could receive would be $1,169.

Therefore, as an alternative to eitheZ the high assessment rates I

mentioned earlier or the statutory reduction Procedure, we are proposing a

number of amendments to the statute to create a more equitable distribution

of limited Pell Grant funds. We believe these amendments would permit the

_development of a formula Which will achieve several obje,-ives within the

context of the target funding level. They.would:
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ta) avoid extreme reductions in awards to students from'the lowest

income families.

0

(b) avoid the necessity of establishing excess4mely high assessment

rates on discretionary income.

(c) Remove several inequities-in awards to students which occur because

of statutory requirements as to how certain assets and resources are treated.

0

(d) Ensure that need analysis for the three campus-based programs is

allowed to proceed using traditional community developed methods and unaffected

by the efforts to hold down Pell Grant expenditures.

ti .

TO achieve these objectives we are requesting statutory amendments to:

(a) Establish the AIXIMUM grant at tfse same level as in academic year

1981-82 and provide that the student's grant shall not exceed 50 percent of

his or her cost of attendance. As you know the maximum award a student may

receive An,the 1981-82 academic year is SI,670. This is derived ustnga

legislative maximum of $1,750, with $80 subtracted from each student's

award.

(b) Provide that for the 1982-83 academic year, (a) the need analysis

formula authorized under Section 482 of the Higher Education Act of L965

shall apply only in determining eligibility for a Pell Grant, and (b) the
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il

Secreta
/ shall, as in previous years, establish benchmark figurp Which

need ar lysis systems must meet in.ord4i to be approved by the Secretary

/

--
0

for de arining eligibility for aid under the campus-based programs. .

:---------c.
t.,

__,,------ -. -

(.7.) Allow the Secretary of Education to establish certain cost of

attendance allowances for ptirposes of the Pell Grant Program. The Congress

provided this authority for the 1981-82 award year in the Supplemental

Appropriations and Rescission Act of 1981.

(d) Include home equity among assessable assets. W& believe that in

a time of fiscal constraint '.come equity, which represents a substantial
a

asset for many families, cannot be ignored in determining eligibility for

Federa: .sistance. It should be noted that ixxseequity is assessed under

in the 1981-82 formula, and has always been assessed as an asset since tho

inception of the program. Combined with the peaposal to continue'to assess

home equity, we would include an asset reserve of $30,000 against that

equity as well as the following additional asset reserves for the parents

of dependent students and independent students with dependents other than a

spouse.

(l) $50,000 would be excluded from farm and business assets. For

farmers -- $50,000 would be excluded from the value of the farm itself, and

an addt&ional $50,000 from the valie of the business assets of the farm,

i.e., machinery.

N.
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C'

(ii) 530;000 weld be excluded from the farm home%equity and $8,000

would be excluded from all other assets.

o
o

(Thus, under this proposed statutory change, a farm family could have up to

44
5138,000 in assets exclude*d from assessment.)

(e) Treat veterans and Social Security educational benefits as part

of the family contribution. Under current law, under which all of Social

Security and one-half of veterans benefits are assessed as income, it is

possible for a student's educational lost to be exceeded by a combination

of the student's Pell Grant and one or both of these Federal programs. The

proposed revision in the statute will prevent these overawards, and will

allow higher awards for students with real need.

(f) Treat the income and assets of married independent students who

have no dependents other than a spouse in the same manner as those of

single independtnt students. Currently the statute provides that all

independent students with dependents shall receive the same income and

asset treatment that applies to the parents of dependent students. Under

this proposal the assessment of income and assets of married independent

students with no dependents other than a spouse will be revised to parallel

the more conservative treatment applied to single independent students.

(g) Provide that the asset reserves in paragraph (b) of Section 482 of

the Higher EduCation Act of 1965 (the statutory basis for the dependent

student formula) shall apply only to the assets of the student's family,

91-693 0-82-3
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and that the student's assets shall continue, as in the past, to be assessed

at a higher rate with no reserves. As witn the proposal on hone equity,

this proposal continAes a procedure which exists in the 1981-82 Pell Ornt

formula and which has existed in previous years as well.

(h) _Repeal section 489(a) of the Higher Education Act of 1965 which

allows an institution to receive an administrative expense allowance of

$5.00 oer Pell Grant recipient.

If these statutory changes are enacted into law, we feel it will be

possike to establish a more equitable formula. One way in which the

formula will result in greater equity is that the assessment rates can be

substantially reduced since additional resources will be assessed. With

the'statutory changes made in Section 482 and a 51,670 maximum award to

meet up to 50 percent cost of attendance, the assessment rates can be

reduced to the following; levels while,still maintaining program expendi--

/ -turee,,at -the target funding-level.

Discretionary Income Expected Contribution

$ .0 - 5,000 11% of discretionary income

5,001 - loma $550 + 13% of amount over $5,000

10,001 - 15,000 . $1,200 + 18% of amount over $10,000

13,001 and up $2,100 4-25% of amount over $15AT0

1 c's

A c...)
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Using these lower assessment rates, $11,944 would generally be the maximum

amount of discretionary income that a family covld have and still be eligible

for a Pell Grant under these assessment rates. A discretionary income of

$11,944'would result from an adjusted gross income of approximately $27,d54

for a family of four%..ith both parents working and paying four percent of 4eir

income for State and local taxes, and a typical amount for Federal income taxes.

We hope you will act favorably on our proposals for statutory changes

which wet feel will allow us to make a more equitable distribution of limited

funds. Meanwhile, the formula we have submitted for public comment and

Congressional review reflects the current language in Section 482. The

items described below are changes in the formula from the 1981-82 Pell

Grant F--tily Contribution Schedules.

,Summary of Proposed Changes Based on Current Law.

A'

1. Addition of State and local income taxes as offsets against income.

0

In zhe past. Federal income taxes were the\only taies that were subtracted

from income before an assessment of Lit income was made to determine

the expected contribution towards the student's education. However, the

law now specifies that "Federal, State and local taxes paid or payable with

respect to ... income" shall be considered. Thus, ,State and local income

taxes as well as Federal income taxes are subtracted from income in'the

formula we have submitted to you._

. -
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2. Treatment of Dependent Student Income

For 1982-83, the law requires that we add dependent student income to

parental income. As a remit both student and parental income will be

assessed-atlhepme rate. will generally result in a lower assessment

rate,pn dependent student incZIiiiiiSt7cirommstances.

3. Multiple Assessment Rates for Family Income

Under the provisions of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Pact, of 1981, the

Secretary is required to. set a series of rates for discretio*::4 income for

the 1982-83 award year. Discretionary income is the income that remains

after Federal, State and local income taxes and all of the other offsets

are subtracted from the total incase of the family.

We have proposed that the first 515,000 of discretionary income be divided

into three equal amounts. The first 55,000 is assessed at 40 percent; the

second 55,000 is assessed At 45 percent; and, the third $5,000 is assessed

at 50 percent. All discretionary income above $15,000 is assessed at 55 p4cent.

4.- Assessment of Independent Student Income

For 1982-83, the law requires that we assess the income of independent

students with dependents in the same fashion as we assess the income of the

parents of dependent students. As explained in the previous section, that

will result in a 40 percent assessment gate for independent students with

(7) o
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dependents (when the discretionary income is $5,000 or less). A rate of 45

percent applies for the discretionary income from 55,000 to $10,000, with

progressively higher rates above that level. Independent students with no

dependents will continue to have their incomes assessed at 75 percent.

5. adating of the family size offsets to account for the rise in the

Consumer Price Index (CPI)

This year, as in` the past, the fasily!size offsets have been increased to

unt for the effects of inflation, based on a projected rise in the CPI

*Of 9.8 perC;;:ifiii37-the_offsets used in 1981-82 were multiplied by 109.8

percent, and the resulting figures were roUnded-t the nearest $50. When

0

this regulation is published as a final regulation, that projected-perrQn tage

will be corrected, if necessary, and the family size offsets will be adjusted

accordingly.

A.
Asset Treatment for Dependent Students

The law requires that beginning with the 1982 43 award year home equity shall

be excluded from assets. Further, it provides some requirements about parental

asset reserves, i.e., at least $10,000 for all applicants, and at least an

additional $50,000 for applicants with farms or businesses.

0

0
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Out . are based on these requirements. However, we have proposed

that the as ,t reserve for people who do not own homes shall be S25,000 as

the 510,000 reserve fur home owners. This provides the person

d,es not own a home with the same asset reserve that he or she has had

for ink. ,dst several years, and compensates for the fact that the home

-,ever nce :el. all Of the equity in his or her hove ai well as $10,000 of

addi-ien0 ssets protected. After all reservus are subtracted, we propose

to assess the remaining not assets at the rzte of five percent.

The assets of the dependent student are assessed at a higher rate than

those of the students parents. Since the treatment of. assets specified tn

the law for the 1982-83 award year addresses the assets of both the student

and parents, the asset reserve of S10,000 is to be applied against the

combined assets of the parents and the student. However, since we plan to

assess parental assets at five percent and the student's assets at 33

percent, we are proposing that the minimum asset reserve of S10,000 be

applied first'against the parental assets. If the parents do rot have

$18,000 of net assets, they will not need all of the S10,000 asset reserve.

_

In that ca_ ii-T-the-amount of asset reserve that they do not need will be
-----

applied against the student's asietr.-.

Dependent students would only rarely own farces or business of their own. ,

Thus, we are not proposing that a parallel treatment of farm and business

assets be implemented for dependent students. Rather, the farm and business

asset reserve of 550,000 will be applied only to the parental Assets.

r)
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/. Definition of a married independent student

Traditionally, a student has had to establish a history of independence

before he or she was 66/is/Aired Co be independent for financial aid purposes.

1

Thus, a student has had to answer questions about his or her financial

relationship with,his or her parents for not only the year in question, but

also for the prior year.

For 1982-83, the law requires teat a married student only consider such,

questions for the year of application. We have defined the year of appli-

cation to be 1982 for the 1982-83 award year because of considerations

related to the application form and the application processing system.

Thus, for 1982-83, only those dependency questions that relate to the 1982

calendar year will be pertinent in determining a married student's indepen-

dent status.

The three dependency questions are whether the student:

1) will live with the parents for more than six weeks;

2) will be claimed by the parents as a dependent on a Federal

income tax return; and

3) will receive more than $750 in support from the parents.

7.
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This, in brief, is car proposed formula based on current law, submitted

simuttaneously with our proposals for statutory changes dnich would allow a

more equitable distribution of limited funds.

We would also take this opportunity to draw the attention of the Subcommittee

to language Included by the House in their fiscal year 1982 appropriations

bill for the Department which would have the effect of diminishing what we

are attempting to accomplish with this family contribution schedule. The

previsions in question would increase the cost of the Poll Grants Program

to approximately 53.364 billion this exceeding the House allowance of

52.526 billion for the.,program by some 5838 million. This would trigger the

use of statutory reduction formulas which will significantly reduce the

awards to the neediest students wnom we have attempted to protect. Appli-

cation of the first state of scheduled reduction would reduce costs by only

5150 million. The remaining 5686 million will require rateable reduction

of all awards by 21 percent. This would result in reducing the awards of

the neediest students by 5387 -- to an effective maximum award of 51,413.

The language, as written, would have the following effects:

Social Security educatioa benefit.; and one-half of VA benefits

would not be counted in tho determination of Fell Grant eligi-

bility. At many institutions this could result in total aid

exceeding total need for SS and VA beneficiaries at a time when

needy students may be receiving reduced awards.
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The Secretary's authority to set cost of attendance allowances

is restricted. Rather, cost of attendance would be set by insti-

tutions for room and board for students without dependents

living off campus in institutionally owned or operated housing

or off campus but not at hone. Further, room and board costs

for commuters would be $1,200.

The same assessment rates On discretionary income are provided

for all students -- dependent and independent. This is contrary

to our traditional treatment which has taxed independent students

at higher rates in the belief that as the beneficiary of their

own education, they should contribute a higher percentage of

discretionary income than the family of a dependent student.

The language retains the 1981-82 contribution schedule for 1982-83. Con-

sequently, family size offsets are not indexed by the Consumer price index.

On a practical level, it would require the use of the 1980 base year data

employed in the 1981-62 contribution schedule. This would result in awards

being made on the basis of two-year old income data and would require that

the over 30 million application for that have already been printed with

questions relating the 1981 family income would have to be reprinted and

distributed.

million.

This would result in an additional cost of between $2 and $3

91-693 0-82-4
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PELL (BASTC EDUCATIONAL. OPPORTUNITY) GRANT PROGRAM

COST PROJECTION
USING FIXED PARTICIPATION RATES
OFFICIAL CALIBRATION/UPDATE 16

0

SUMMARY TABLE

AnnUal Adjusted

Income

% Parti-

cipation

Recipient

Population

$ Of
Total

Average
Award Program Cost

% Of
Total

-99999 to 3000 74.23 516,176 18.25 1441 744,070,558 22.40

3001 to 6000 75.42, 544,869 19.26 1407 766,471,866 23.06

6001 to 9000 80.90 439,091 15.52 1333 585,263,612 17.62

9001 to 12000 87.00 363,049 12.83 1210 439,465,168 13.23 -...

12001 to 15000 89.94 286,487 10.13 1060 303,753,193 9.14

15001 to 20000 92.30. 359,172 12.70 819 294,305,562 e.e3

20001 to 25000 91.29 202,059 7.14 629 127,151,520 3.82

25001 to 35000 83.20 107,927 3.81 522 56,306,145 1.69

35001 to 999999 75.19 8,885 0.31 412 3,659,704 0.10

TOTAL 82.01 2,827,720 100.00 1174 3,320,537,341 100.00

3,320,537,341 -- TOTAL PROGRAM COST

SIMON AMENDMENT
1981-82 FORMULA APPLIED TO 82-83
$1,800 MAX/50% COST/INCOME IS BASE TZAR 80

HOME525K/FARM-BUS$50K/5%
DEP INCNEG DI/ELIM SSS4-46/4
DEP0-5.12.5/5-10.15/10-15.17.5/15+.20
IND.SAME AS DEP
NO OFFS FOR STATE $ ,LOCAL INCOME TAXES

COE ADJ.1000;700;200/PSC*NOT INDEXED
NO ADMIN ALLOW/NO SN
MODEL VERSION 22
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PELL (LASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY) GRANT PROGRAM

OST PROJECTION
USING FIXED ARTICIPATION RATES
OFEICIAL CALF TION/UPDATE 16

SUMMARY TAB

Annual AdjustO
Income

-99999 to 3000

3001 to 6000
6001 to 9000

9001 to 12000

12001 to 15000
)5001 to 20000
20001 to 25000
25001 to 35000
35001 to 999999

TOTAL

i Parti-
cipation

74.23

75.42

80.98
87.01

89.94

92.29
91.29
83.19
75.18

82.00

Recipient
Population

516,176
544,869

439,091
362,836
286,212
357,835

201,346'
107,256
8,828

2,824,456

.1

$ Of

Total

18.27

19.29
15.54

12.04

10.13

12.66
7.12

3.79

0.30

10,0.00

Average

0

Award

1154

1128

1062
940

785
547

374

284

209

901

PrOgram Cost

595,867,940
614,629,441
466,304,597

', `,., I I341 f99 874

224595,717
195,517,385
75,318;656
30,477,295,

1,842,988

2,545,873,897

SIMON AMENDMENT/BELOW FIRST STEP BY 25%
$1,800 MAX/50% COST/INCOME IS BASE YEAR 80

IHOMEw$25K/FARM-BUS450K/5%
DEP INCPHEG DI/ELIM SSS.+468
INCSAME ae DEP
NO OFFS FOR STATE i LOCAL INCOME TAXES
COE ADJ1000,700,200/FS0NOT INDEXED
NO WHIN ALLOW/NO SH
MOW. VERSION 22

% f

Tot

23.4
24.1
18.3

13.4

8.8
7.6

2.9
1.1

',.., 0.0

16
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Senator STAFFORD. I apologize for this, but the rollcall is now on
the. second bell, so we have to recess.

ELMENDORF. I am finished.
[ReCessl
Senator PELL [presiding]. The eating of the Subcommittee on

Education, Arts and Humanities Il come back to order.
Dr. Elmendorf, I look forward to reading, your testimony, and I

understand you had just finished it. Anti Mr. Saunders and Mr.
Martin, there is going to be anoth r rOlIcall vote in a little while,
so I just wanted to let you know.-

Mr. Saunders.
Mr. SAUNDERS. Thank you, Senator Pell.
On behalf of the 10 associations 1 ste&on my statement, I would

like to express our appreciation for 'his opportunity to testify.
1 would like to submit my statem nt for the record, and I would

try to briefly.summarize our major oints.
We urge rejection of the adminis ration's formal and alternative

proposals, and we ask for prompt 1 gislative action in the form of
an amendment to the appropriation, bill.

Senator PELL I Was wondering if ou could limit your statement
to about .7, minutesand Mr. Marti the same and we would like
to get a few questions on. '

Mr. SAL NDERS. We do ask for proript legislative action tu contin-
ue the current Pell grants family contrIbution schedule with sever-
al modifications.

First, to update the family size offsets and the asset reserves for
inflation. Second, to impose a series of progressive tax rates ,on
families with dependent students. And third, to impose a lineal it.
duction formula to protect the neediest students, and to reduce
other awards proportionate to their size when that action has to be
taken.

We also urge legislative action to delay implementation of the
single needs analysis which the 1980 amendments required for Pell
grants and for the campus-based programs. In this, we support the
administration's request. Unless the system is decoupled and the
current benchmark system is retained, eligibility fur the campus-
based programs will be severely constrained w ith disastrous re
suits.

We urge this course because of time constraints and for substan
dye reasons. Senator Stafford. in his opening statement, has al- ,
ready referred to the urgency of the problem. As of this Sunday,
November 1, every day's delay in establishing the family contribu-,

tin schechle will result in increasing delay and disruption of t.h}A
entire student aid system.

We also oppose the administration's formal proposal and its in
formal a..ernative, partly because of these time constraints and t,lw
lack of time to examine their recommendations and analyze their
impact. but`also for a number of substantive reasons

We oppose the 'administration's recommendations for treatment
of social security and veterans' benefits. We prefer the House lan-
guage which is consistent vv ith those benefits in the guaranteed
loan program.

We also oppose use of the family contribution schedule approval
Process as a means of seeking approval of a $1,G71) maximum for

91 69.3 0
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. Pell grants. The Pell grant maximum is not a part of the family
contribution schedule and we would point out that the waiver au-
thority in the Reconciliation Act only applies to reductions to the
reconciliation level of $2.65 billion and cannot be used to reduce to
the administrzition's request.

We stress the importance of the $1,800 maximum Pell grants as
the minimal acceptable level of assistance. That is the level as-
sumed in the Reconciliation Act. It is the level contained in the
House-passed appropriations bill. It is the level contained in the
Senate Appropriations Subcommittee bill. Since the academic year
1979, which was the last year in which the $1,800 maximum was
paid, college costs have gone up 30 percent, and so an $1,800 maxi-
mum paid for next year would really only be worth $1,350 in terms
of 1979-80 dollars, and if you paid a $1,670 maximum; that would
only be worth about $1,150. So we are concerrh.,d about the attri-
tion of the value of the Pell grants.

The administration seeks to tinker with the needs analysis
system in order to achieve this precise budgetary goal of $2.187 bil-
lion. We believe it is totally inadequate.

As you said, Senator, in your statement, it is half_a billion dol-
lars below the reconciliation level, and that reconciliation level
itself was $700 million below the, level of the Pell grants modifica-
tions of the 1980 amendments and over $1 billion below current
service levels required for all student aid programs.

So the administration's proposals would repeal the Middle
Income Student Assistance Act and limit Pell grant aid to students
with family incomes under $15,000.

So, in summary, we do ask that prompt legislative action be
taken to continue the current family contribution schedule with
the modifications I have identified.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Saunders follows:]
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Mr. Chairman end Members of the Subcommittee:

We appreciate the opportunity to appear before this subcommittee to comment

an the family contribution schedules proposed by the Administration for the Academic

Year 1982-83 for the Pell Grant and campus-based student aid programs.

We oppose the use of the family contribution schedule as a means of

restricting Pell Grant funds to the precise amount of the Administration's budget

request. We Cannot ,upport either of the two family contribution schedules proposed

by the Administration. Both are eAplicitly predicated on implementing the Adminis-

tration's recently reduced request of $2.187 billion for Pell Grants -- an amount

almost $500 million'below the level accepted by the Administration for FY 82 in the

Reconciliation Act of August 13. All student aid programs already have taken a Cut

of over $1 billion from current servi,.e levels for FY 82 in the reconciliation process.

In the light-of these painful cuts, st..clens should not be fc-ced to take further

reauctions below the Recontiltation levels.

The Administration's revised request would provide totally inadequate funding

for.the foundation grants in the national effort to provide equal educational opportunity.

It is substantially below the F" 81 Pell Grant appropriation of S2.346 billion, the

;2.526 bi'lion contained in the House FY 82 appropriation bill, the $2.37 billion in

the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee hill, and the $2.65 billion contained in the

keconciliation Act -- itself a $7100 million reduction from the level required to

implement the 1080 Amendments and maintain awards for all current eligibles.

The complicated Notice of Proposed Rule Making submitted by to'e Administration

Takes it difficult to evaluate etthee the formal proposal or the Administration's informal

alternative because of the lack of detailed impact data on how many students would be

affected and to what extent by the various provisions, and because of the lack of specs-

1,clty about the alternative proposal. The formal proposal would, in effect, repeal the

M.ddle Income Stuient Assistance Act of 1978 and limit Pell Grants to students with

incomes below 515.000. It is based primarily on budgetary considerations.
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The informal alternative contains sone technical changes that May have merit, if

supporting data were available for analysis, but we cannot recommend taking the time

to make tne analysis that would be necessary at this late Point in the processing

ycle.

The Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981 mandated that the family contribution

schedule be submitted to Congress by September 1, 1981; in contrast, this NPR1 was

Published in the Federal Register on October 16, witn a comment period extending

until December 15. The changes it would require could necessitate changes in the

forms which mustfbe printed for federal stuaent aid applications. At this point,

any delay mint d result in serious disruption of the processing of applications which

begins in November-:ecember, for the campus-based programs as well as Pell Grants.

Therefore, it Is urgent for Congress to approve a schedule without the full-scale

review which would be needed to implement a single system for need analysis for

Academic Year 1982-83. Instqutions and students must have adequate advance warning

of major changes in the need-analysis framework for Pell Grants and campus-based

Programs, and we believe it is already too late for such changes for Academic Yfar 1982-83

As the most pragmatic and least disruptive course of action under the ^urrent

tine restraints, we recommend that the existing Pell Grant need-analysis system (a'ready

restricted last spring) be continued for another year,
with several minor modifications.

de urge that these Steps be implemented immediately, by
amendment to the Senate

appropriations bill, similar to the action already taken by the House

At tne same time, we support the Administration's recommeidation
tnat the

need-analysis system for Pell Grants be separated from that for campus-based programs

for 1982-83, and that the existing System for establishing
bench-marks for expected

family contributions for campus-based aid by regulation be continued for the 1982-83

year Unless the system is decoupled, student eligibility for
these programs will

be artificially restricted still further, with chaotic results on the nation's campuses

de
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The issue of the maximum award is not part of the family contribution

scnedule Neverimeless the Administration without authority has used this NPRH to
0

request continuation of e 51,670 maximum award. We strongly object to this

recommendation and urge the committee to restore the maximum award to its FY 79

level of 51,800, as assured in the Reconciliation Act and in both the House-passed

Fv 82 appropriations bill and the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee bill. We

believe tnat tOis is a minimum acceptable level of assistance to the neediest students,

in view of thelfact that college costs will have risen 30 percent since Academic

Year 1979- 80,.and in Academic Year 1982-83 an $1,800 maximum award actually will be

worth $1,350 In Academic Year 1979-80 dollars.

We also oppose the Administration's proposal to add Social Security and

veterans educational benefits to expected family contribution instead of counting

them as part of family income as the statute specifies. They are in fact student

resources, and should not be counted as part of the family contributiom. The

Administration's Intent is to foreclose the possibility that grants from onp or both

of these programs, in combanation with the Pell Grant. may exceed a student's educa-

tional costs. We believe that this proposal is unduly harsh. It would render most

of these-students ineligible by, in effect, taxing these benefits at 100 percenG'.when

no other income under the Pell Grant program is taxed at such a high rate. A preferable

course would be that recommended in the House bill, which is consistent with .,e

treatrent'of these programs in tne Guaranteed Loan Program. It Provides in such cases

that the Pell Grant shall be reduced until it does not exceed the cost of attendance

in corbinatio^ with expected family contribution and veterans and Social Security

benefits The Congressional Budget Office estimates that this approach would save

approximately $100 million

. While we recommend continuation of the current need - analyse. system ror

another year, we believe it is essential to update the family-sire offset for infla-

tion a procedure which was, de'erred for the first tire in FY 81 4e are concerned

0
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that this step was inadvertently omitted from the House language. Failure to update

the family-size offset for the second consecutive year would further penalize students

just below the poverty level. (For example, a student from a family with 58,400 in

income would be assumed to have 5750 in discretionary income, and would have his Pell

Grant reduced 'rota 51.800 to 51,725, even though his family is actually below the

poverty level and should receive 'the maximum award.) We also suggest that the current

treatment of assets be updated for inflation.

We believe that cost reductions in the Pell Grant program should be achieved

to zanily through a series of progressive tax rates on discretionary intone for

families of dependent Students, and through an equitable reduction formula -- not

tnrough annual tinkering with the details of the schedule. Both the House bill and

the Administration's alternative proposal would establish a series of progressive

tax'rates on the income of families of dependent students, instead of the current

rate of 10.5 percent At the highest level, these rates would approach or equal the

current 25 percent tax rate on the income of independent students who are married or

have dependents. We Support a statutory change in the reduction schedule which would

assure that, if appropriations are insufficient, no
reductions would be made in the

awards of the neediest students (particularly those with an expected family contribution

of 0 - 5600), anirthat all otner awards would be reduced in a linear schedule propor-

tionate to the size of the award.

In summary, we urge that the Administration's complex proposal be rejectmd

and that prompt legislative action be taken to continue the current family contribution

Schedule with rod,ificatiods to update the family-size offsets and asset reserves for

inflatiun and to impose a series of progressive tax rates for families of dependent

students,, supplemented by a linear reduction formula which would Provide whatever cuts

may be made neceSsary by the final appropriation bill These modest changes are

preferable to extensive modifications of the entire range o' tax rates and aSse,

treatment, particularly in view of the lack of time remaining for careful analys,s

of the impact of the Administration's complex recommendations

de appreciate this opportunity to testify op this important issue which

has such a serious impact on the opportunity of students to attend the nation's

public and independent colleges and universities.



Senator Pi.1 Thank you vey much, Mr. Saunders.
Dr Martin"
Mr MARTIN Thank you very much. Senator Pell. It is a pleasure

to appear before you and Senator Stafford, and I would like to ask
that our statement be inserted in the record.

Senator Pm. Without objection, it will be done.
Mr MARTIN Let me just say, as was pointed out in yours and

Senator Stafford's opening remarks, we also share your concern
about timing on this issue.

As you well know, acid the members of this subcommittee know,
the Pell grants program has become the cornerstone of the Pell
grants program in the last 9 years and, as such, it is essential that
accurate and timely information be available to students and par-
ents if they are going to properly plan for their educational enroll-
ment for this coming fall I regret that we have been through a
process in the last few months that have delayed this, and we are
on the verge now of a very critical timing in terms of getting this
information out. in terms of providing that' across this country, be-
cause most colleges and universities are al ady well underway
with high school guidance counseling of conducting ,tlay and night
programs where they are trying to assist parents and students on
how to plan for next year. and what their awards are going to be.

We have a large hole at this t;me because there is no certainty
on that schedule. We have also looked carefully at the statement
thA Mr 'Saunders has just read and would endorse those concepts.We think that there are some worthwhile kinds of technical
amendments to the program that have been proposed by the ad-
ministration, It is questionable whether all of those should be done
at this particular time We could certainly endorsesome of those in
terms of trying to improve the inequities in the program, but I
think there are also some points that need to be looked at careful-
ly.

One of the items we would oppose is the administration's treat-
ment on educational benefits for those students that are receiving
social security or Veterans' Administration benefits. They would be
adding that directly to the eligibility index of the students .hich
would have the effect of virtually eliminating every one of those
students.

We have no problem with treating that as a student resource
against the cost of education to insure that we are not overworry-
ing students with Federal funds. but we do not think that students
should unfavorably have taxes added on more heavily.

We also would find some objection to the treatment that has
been proposed in the alternative proposal of the administration on
assets

We agree with the administration that perhaps assets, and par-
tular!) home equity, should be looked at, but last year, when we
were working un ethicational amendments of 1980. at that time we
had recommended updating those particular offsets in, terms of
trying to adjust for inflation. The four-step proposal that is out-
lined m the adnistaton's alternative in the preamble, it seems
to us, is, somewhat cumbersome and unnecessary. Not only that,
admstratively it would be impossible to do for this year, since it
is my understanding that the multiple data entry forms have al-

'.
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ready been wrapped up and are ready to go to press and, as such,
there is no separation un business and farm assets, let alone a sep-
aration of the farm value from the home to the machinery.

The only way you could deal with that is to reject roughly half a
billion of the applicants and send them back to check supplemental
data from families. It seems to me our attempt to simplify this and
reduce paperwork, that that is counter to what we are trying to do.

We would support a proposal of perhaps increasing the current
two system offset, where we provide $25,000 and $50,00Q protec-
tions, and perhaps. increase those for inflation maybe up to $40,000
for a family's home, and maybe $80,000 on business and farms and
continue with the process that has worked before.

I would also underline very importantly the point that Mr.'
Saunders made in his ccmments in regard to the need to separate
the needs assessment on the Pell grants from the campus-based
program.

As you well know, we had worked diligently with you in terms of
trying to deelup a single needs analysis system in the educational
amendments of 1980. Without some explanation or liberalization,
we are reaching a point where we would be reducing students' eli-
gibility un campus-based funds as opposed to Pell grants. If we do
not hate a Pell grants program that is funded at a level that is rea-
sonable, that would allow for a single system, then it is essential
that we separate that, otherwise, we are going to be denying stu-
dents whuhae legitimate needs for being campus-based assistance.
Another form of budgetary squeeze.

I say that because under the Pell grants schedule we are only
dealing with a portion of the student's educational costs, and if you
look at how that schedule has been put together for the last few
years, as we testified before, we are using actually family size off-
sets that are any where from $150,000 to $50,000 below what most
families are pay ing. We are also forced to deal with a self-deter-
mining Lust of acceptance that limits us on such items as room and
board and bc.uks and supplies, transportation, personal expenses
that hate no relationship to what students are really paying in this
country, and as such if we use the same schedule, then we would
artificially be imposing price, restrictions and artificially talking
about the family's needs in terms of what the family is finding.

In essence, I would say to you, Mr. Chairman, that we would ba-
sically also support you on the idea that the appropriation level
that has been proposed by the administration, that this family con-
tribution schedule is inadequate, tremendously low. We would sup-
port authorizing $2.65 billion in the Reconciliation Act as a more
reasonable figure, and feel that has already greatly restricted the
program.

Second, we would continue the needs of the Pell grants program,
with slight modification in light of timing.

thie.change we would support along that line would be to per-
haps look at the deelupment and the implementation of a linear
reduction formula that would be fair, to avoid the potential disloca-
tion of funds that would occur if, in fact, we used the language that
is in the current law.

4.
X
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And last, but not least, we could encourage and endorse the
administration's proposal of separating the campus-based needs
analysis to the Pell grants that is contained in this schedule.

I thank you very much for the opportunity to be here.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Martin follows:]

4 r)
4 A,
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF A. DALLAS MARTIN, Jr , EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL

ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT FINANCIAL. AID ADMINISTRATORS

Mr. Chairman, we sincerely appreciate the opportunity

to appear before you and the members of the Subcommittee

today to discuss the NPRM which was submitted to Congress by

the Department of Education and published on October 16,

1981 in the federal Register, covering the Family Contribution

Schedules for tne Pell Grant and Campus-Based student aid

programs

Unfortunately, we regret that this meeting could not

have occurred a month and a half ago, since that is when the

Reconciliation Oct mandated that these schedules be

submittel to Congress for your consideration We also

realize thlat most of the delays have not been the fault of

the per,ornpl within the Education Department, but rather

due to discussions tnat nave been occurring within the

Office of Management and Budget However, it is precisely

because of this delay in submission, that all of us are now

faced with a difficult set of circumstances that will either

require immediate action by the Congress to specify the

schedules and conditions for determining student awards for

the ludP-B3 ,.:ard year, or run the risk of again creating a

major delay in tne student aid delivery s,tem.

As most members 0' this Committee know, in the past

oln years the Pell Grant program has become tne cornerstone

of the student aid programs, and as SU,P, it is absolutely

essential that accurate and timely infoma,tion about toe

program be dir4'eminated in early fall to students and

families so tney'can begin to make their educational plans

with some certainty fo the coming year.

c
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Even as we now speak, throughout this country high

school Counselors, admissions personnel and financial aid

administrators are conducting college day and night programs

which are designed to assist students and parents in obtaining

information on how to apply for financial aid and admissions

at,the schools of their choice. Unfortunately, the information

being disseminated is incomplete because decisions regarding

student aid funding, and Pell Grant awards in particular, "

have not yet been decided for the upcoming academic year.

Therefore, it is essential that we reach tlosure on this

matter as soon as possible, so that everyone can proceed

with some certainty as to what level-of funding will be

available and who will be eligible for the program. As such

we must oppose the alternatives that have been advanced in

the October 16th, Notice of Proposed Rulemakiug.

The proposed schedule is based on a revised Administration

budget proposal of 52.187 billion, which is $463 million
.

lower than the level authorized in the Omnibus Budget

Reconciliation Act of 1981. This lower figure, if adopted,

4111 either. (1) impose a series of taxation rates upon

discretionary income that will eliminate from eligibility

all of tnose moderate income families that were assisted by

the passage of the h',ddle Income Student Assistance Act, or

(2) require a number of statutory changes that will treat

man/ students and families differently,than they are being

treated now. These changes are designd to simply hold down

program expenditures by refusing to accept the true costs of

)

4..
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education that must be met and by Pretending that inflation

doesn't exist.

Therefore, we would strongly encourage you to:. (1)

support the autnurization level of 52.65 billion which was

contained in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act; (2)

continue the existing Pell Grant Need Analysis system *for

another year with only sone minor modifications; and, (3)

suoport the Administration's proposal to separate the

campus-based need analysis system from the 'legibility

determination for Pell Grants by continuing the Secretary's

authority to establish annual benchmark figures for use In

appraising .reed analysis systems.

By following these cteps, we feel that students will be

better served, and that there will be less disruption to the

delivery 41tem.

Additionally, we do support some of the technical

changes that have been proposed by the Department of Education

and feel that these Issue, should be addressed.

For example, we would support the Administration's

contention that student assets should .continue to be assessed

at a higher rate than those of the parents with no reserve,

and that tho d.sessnent of income and assets of married

independent students with no dependents other than the

spouse ;Would be siil-r to the treatment used for a single

indef,endent student

:ie also suoport the concept of Including S011e portion

of home equity among assessable assets. We woulo not,

,4 r.-
<'..1
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however, support the asset treatment proposed by the Administr-

ation. Currently, the Pell Grant formula provides an asset

protection allowance for all families up to 525,000 and an

allowance up to 550,000 forfarm or business owners. The

Education Amendments of 1980 amended this section and

excluded from colnsideration a family's home equity. While

we do not expect most families to obtain a second mortgage

on their home to help finance their children's education, we

do feel that such an asset should be considered when trying

to rank students as to who has the greatest financial need.

Therefo'e, we had recommended at the time the Education

Amendments' of 1980 were being drafted that the asset protection

allowances be increased to take into account he impact of

inflation upon all assets.

As such, we had recommended that the 525.000 asset pro-

tection allowance be increased to $40,000 and that the

550.000 exclusion on farm and business assets be raised to

$80,000 We still would support this change as opposed to

tne proposal being suggested by the Administration. The

Administration's proposal would reduce the asset protection

allowance for non-homeowners from 525.000 to $8,000, thus

creatirc a much higher expectation on these families than 's

now expected and thus either reducing or eliminating from

eligibility many students from families that reside in

apartrents or rental units. The Adr.inistration's proposal

would also require farm families to differentiate between

those assets which are related to the value of the farm,
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versus those that are related to the value of farm machinery

or equipment. Since the
:pplication forms have already been

approved for the 1982-83 school year and are currently being

printed and distributed, the only way this change could be

accomplished is to reject the
applications for all farm and

business owners and go back to them for suppleme.ntal data.

When we are trying to improve
the timing of the delivery

system, and reduce the amount of paperwork involved, it

xould seem that such an approach is nighty questionable and

Would affect about 470,00C applicants.

Therefore, we would suggest that simply increasing the

curren asset protection
levels and using the same procedure

that is now in effect would be a better way to handle this

issue. We would also disagree with the Administration's

treatment of Veteran: and Social Security Educational benefits.

hile we agree that such
benefits should be taken into

consideration to avoid the potential that a student could

have an overaward of
federal benefits, the approach suggested

by the Ad-inistration would add these benefits, dollar for

dollar, to tne student's Eligibility Index. Thus, for all

practical purposes making it impossible for any of these

students to q,alify fo'r a Pell Grant. We would suggest that

tnese beret its either be included as a stli'dent resource and

applied against the cost -of- attendance, as is
currently

being done ,n the G51 program; or factored in at 50 of

their value against the student's Eligibility Index, recognizing

that the Pell Grant o-ogram only attempts to provide up to
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one-half of a student's cost-of-attendance and'that other

benefits and student resources should be used to make up,the

remaining amount. The effects of these variqus alternatives

is shown in the chart attached to our formal written testimony.

We are also disappointed that the*Administration's

,proposal fails to recognize any of the changes in the cost-

of-attendance provisions contained in the Education Amendments

of 1980 and is again seeking a deferral of these items.

As we have stated before this Subcommittee on previous

occassions, the "costs" that are allowed for determining a

Pell Grant Award are artificially Imposed to hold down

' program expenditures.

The currant cost of attendance regulations for Pell

Grant', restricts costs for books, supplies, transportation

and miscellaneous and personal expenses to $400 per year for

all students regardless of where they are going to School or

their academic program of study. By comparison, these costs

average between $950 to $1400 per)year at most schools.

In addition, the Pell Grant cost of attendance regulations

restr.ct room and board allwances to $1100 per year for any

student who is not residing in institutionally owned or

operated housing, thus, discriminating against these students

wto arc, forced to live off-campus or ,n the corpunitv

Further, ,allowances for expenses reasonably incurred for

child ani cost related to a handicap are not considered

in the current Pell Grant cost of attendance, Therefore,

all student' "true costs of attendance" are automatically
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underestimated between S900 and $2500 in the Pell Grant

budget.

The Education Amendments of 1980 changed these inequities;

however, the Administratior withdrew the revised cost of

attendance regulations which were published January 21, 1981

in the Federal Register and has now stated in their NPRM

that they are "considering a rule which will more accurz.tely

reflect living expenses directly related to, the cost of

postsecondavy edutation."

v Given the fact that this NPRM is beng used to advance

a budget request for Pell Grants that .:, below current

authorizations levels, we do not hold much hope that any

new rule" advanced by the Administration on cost of attendance

will address the current inequities and, thus, Increase

program outlays.

Nevertheless, something needs to be- done to at lea.-t,

nominally increase the cost allowances. If we are not going

to recognize "real" educational costs in the program an0 are

going to continue to hold down program expenditures by

supporting these "contrived" costs, then perhaps we should

at least adopt some standard allowance that could be applied

fairly to all students and stop discriminating against those

students who are required to live off-campus, and therefore,

are denied equal treatment compared to their co'leagues who

live in institutionally owned or controlled housing.

Another item that is worthy of comment is the way in

which the NPRM glosses over the updating of the Family Size
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Offsets to account for the increase In the consumer phce

inde. Their proposal states, "This year as in the past,

the Fam:1? Size Offsets have been increased to account for

tre affects cf inflation..

Tnis is absolutely false, since the Admintration did

1-1,,t update the Family Si'e Offsets last year. Members of

this Committee will recall that on March 13, 1981, the

Administratior withdrew the offsets that were proposed for

the 1931-82 system, and reissued the schedule using the same

fi;ures that were used for tne 1980-81 system

Trerr, rre, the figures that ara proposed by the Ad-

mstrat,cn are understated since y were not adjusted

,Par, and are .ctually lower than what the schedule

r,JJP been In 1981-d2.

rne fcillowing chart shows the differences in the offsets

bi,tween what thci should have been and what is beinj proposed.

0
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FAmItY SIZE OFFSET COMPARISON FOR DEPENDENT STUDENTS

Administration's Adrnistration's
Nurver of Initial FY 81 Revised FY 31 Proposed FY 82

klerterk CF'?iit% Offsets Offsets

:nitial FY 81
Offsets Updated
for Ft

2 5.650 5,000 5.500 6,200

3 6,800 6.050 6.650 7,450

4 8,650 3.700 8.450 9,500

5 10,200 9,050 9.950 11,200

6 11.550 10,250 11,250 12.11"X

7 10 KJ 11,350 12,500 14,550

, 14.150 12.550 13.750 16.55e

k 10,55; 13,750 15.000 17,56',

1'1 It.' 0 14.800 16,26n 13.;60

*liitill , , it'setk increased by 9 8 rounded to nearest

'he ,Inal iter we would like to ar.dre,:, involves the

nri tne rateat,c reau,tion language contained in

crrrrnt :4W 'ne intent of the ra:eatle reduction language

is to pr^,10e e4ultab e means 01 reducing a student',

awari In year in whic.h funding is not,. 5Jf'1,1ent to

tuliy tit tnit an, ..,Ft Aritiunall,,, the inter, 04 th;

e,tion 1, to protect the e students who have the ''rate.;

tee; Currortli, there sees to t,e a diffetere in

inter';,r::tatik,n ore, iow the riteable redaction lan,,,die 1,

to he :.,1 The ,.,° nr, ye vio,ld stoye.t
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' 'section be revised and that new language be adopted which

would establish asimple linear reduction formula that can

be used if necessary to reduce entitlements. The advantage

of such an approach is that it will eliminate the step

functions that now exist in the current language and will

also eliminate any inequity that occu,s when you simply

reduce all student awards by a flat percentage regardless of

the student's need. We will be happy to work with your

staff in developing this language if you decide to make this

change.

In surmary, Mr. Chairman, we urge you and the Subcommittee

members to give serious consideration to the suggestions

which we have made and hope that steps can be immediately

'aker, to help finalize the Pell Grant Family Contribution

Schedule for next year. As always we appreciate the opportunity

to appear before you and waild offer any assistance to you

that we can provide.
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Effect of Administration's Proposal for Treatment of

Social Security and Veterans Benefits Compared With
Alternative proposal

Initial

Index

Cost
of
Education

S 1,000

Initial)

Grant

Revised Change

Eligibility, Revised) in

Index Grant Grant

0 S 432 2000 S -432

0 2.500 1,182 2000 -1,182

0 4,000 1.670 2000 -1.670

500 1.000 432 2500 -432

500 2.500 1.182 2500 -1.182

500 4.000 1.196 2500 -1.196

1000 1.000 0 3000 -696

1000 VC° 696 3000 -696

1000 .4,000 696 3000 -696

1503 1.000 0 3500 0

1500 2.500 196 3000 -196

1500 4.000 196 3500 -196

1

,

1931-82 Parent Schedule

2 Assumes S:000 of educational benefits

-_-_,-, _-_-_--

Eligibility Index . 0
Initial

Cost of Education Grant__

Educational

Benefit

Total

Aid

Change
Alternative
Proposal

in Grant
Administration
Proposal__

S 1.005 S 43? $ 2.000 S 2.432 S -432 S 432

2.500 1.182 2.000 3.182 -682 -1,182

4,,,30 1,670 2.000 3.670 0 -1,670

Elygitplity Index 5c-

S 1,u00 S 432 S 2.000 S 2.432 S -432 $ 432

2.500 1,182 2.000 3.182 -687 .1,182

4,000 1,196 2.000 3.196 0 -1,196

C11016111,4 Index 1,c0

S 1,000 0 S 2.000 $ 2.000 0 0

2.530 696 2.000 2.696 -196 -696

4,000 696 7.000 2,696 0 -696

fltotbtl ly 1neA 153,'

S 1,300 0 2.000 2.000 0 0

2.50J 396 2.000 2.196 0 -196

4,000 196 2,000 2.196 0 -196

*
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Senator PEt.t. Thank you very much, indeed, Dr. Martin. I am
very grateful, too, for Dr. Elmendorf staying on. I thought perhaps
we could be educated better, if we had more of a dialog back and
forth.

As we move along now, you can disagree with any of the state-
ments that are made. I would hope you would chime in. We are allfrom a different position, but we are all for the same objective,
which is the maximum possible education of the Nation's young-
sters And Dr Elmendorf has certain restrictions and limitations
which he cannot protest because he has to work within and do his
best You have the luxury of having no restrictions, Mr Saunders
and Dr Martin, and we have some restrictions, that is, trying to
get reelected. .

As I understand it, in connection with the Pell grants, last year
the assessment rate was 10"2 percent. Under the administration's
proposal without legislative changes, it is 40 percent. This may be a
rather vigorous way, a painful way, of the administration trying to
get its legislative proposal to pass.

If they are passed, then as I understand it, it is 11 percent for
the first $5,000 13 percent from 5 and 10, 18 percent from 10 to 15,
and 25 percent above 15. Is that correct?

Dr. ELNIENDORF. Yes, sir. That would be correct.
Senator PEI.I. Now, in connection with the application forms,

have they already been printed?
ELMENDORF. A majority of them have been, yes, sir.

Senator PELt. Have they been printed based on the old legisla-
tion or the legislation that you are proposing?

Dr ELMF'JDORF. They have been on the old law, with the data
collection intent, trying to collect and capture as much information
that would be needed as a part of the newly processed legislative
requirements.

Mr Martin makes the point that there is one piece that is not on
there which deals with the separation of farm assets and business
assets That is correct.

We have looked at the number of applicants that would be affect-
ed by that It is approximately 7 percent of the applicant pool

We feel that we could, without disrupting a majority of the pool,
collect the necessary information for farm assets and business
assets in that population.

Senator PELt. To collect that information, wouldn't it involve ac-
tually writing a letter to each one of those individuals and saying
"please submit this further information"?

Dr ELMENDORF I cannot give you the specific details, but Mr.
Vignone, who is our chief, Pell grants program, in charge of thatprogram- -

Senator PEnn. Could you identify yourself?
Mr V!GNONE I am Joseph Vignone, Chief, Pell grants, Policy/

Analysis Branch.
One possible way that we have been considering is to utilize the

mechanisms, the eligibility report; that is, if the value is recording
that data field. we would suppress computation, the eligibility
index. until we s.mt the studentsendorse delivery reports to sepa-
rate the value of the categories, farm, business, the machine parts,
and then at that point when the students submitted a correction,
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we would then issue the eligibility reports with the eligibility index
separate.. ..

Senator: PELL. Do you have a book with you, a copy of the form
that is being printed?

Mr. VIGNONE. Yes.
Senator TELL Do you have it with you?
Mr. VIGNONE. Yes.
Senator PELL. Could I see it? And if I could insert it in the record

at this point, too, without objection.
[The following was received for the record:]

N%

On

Q
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DRAFT

Application for
Federal Student Aid
(1982-1983 School Year)
(Replaces the Basic Grant Application Form)

t. What Is This Application For?
-

You Can use the term in this booklet as the first Step In
applying lot financial aid from five Student aSSIStilnCe pro
grams otfered by the US Department of Education Theie
programs Can Nip you pay for meet kinds of edvCatiOn
after high SO1101, weather you are attending a proles
sionai school, a vocational Of technical scroOl. or college
This appifeation is for Federal tinanCial.sid for the 1982.83
school year 1.1uty I 1582-June 30 IBM) 1

The infOrrtatiOn On this page will anSwf COme 01 your
Questions about this, the programs The ,nstructions will
tell You what information you nave to provela on !no form
If you nave any Questions after you have read me InstrUC-
110n3 talk to yOUr hurl school counselor or the financial

ildrniniatratOr at the SCI3001 you want to attend

1
Federal Financial Aid Programs?

Fate- giaS

SF7 p mci

Students who are going to school at least half time After
you leave SCh001, you must Pay this money buck

- - --
Who Can Get Aid From These

What Are The Five
Federal Financial Aid Programs? .

pan Grants Ilamerly called Bala Glint)
Pell Grants are awarded to students whO lead merle/ to

Pay for !hair edUCaliOn Of !raining alter high SCh001 A Pell
Gant is net a loan 30 you don t have tO pay it back To
get a Pell Grant, you must be an undergraduate who does
not already have a Bachelor s degree You must 0130 30 10
SCh001 at least hail time
- Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant MEOW

An SEOG is 3130 a grant, yOuon t have 10 pay it back.
To get an SEOG you must be an undergraduate whO does
not already have a Bachelor 3 degree Usually you must be
going to SCh001 at least halt lime HOwtver, II a School
C1/00SeS it Can award SEOG 3 10 3 limited number of
Students WhO are less than half time
- College WodStudy (CW

A CW Sloe lets you earn part of your school asperses
These lobs are tor both undergraduate and graduate
students Usually you must ba gore; to school at least
hall time However, If a SChgel Ch003e3, It Can award
CWS roDS to a limited number of students who are lass
than hat/ lime
- National Direct Student Loans (NOSL)

NOSL s are 10w interest loans made through your
agno31 3 finanCial tie Office Atter you leave SCh001 you
must repay this money These loans are for both
undergraduate and graduate students who are going to
Scheel at .0431 hall time
- Guaranteed Student Loans IGSL)

A GSL a low interest can mace to you by a lender
such as a bank credit Unit. Or savings and loan aSsocia
bon Thes 10ans are for bOth undergraduate and graduate

To receive financial aid from these plOgtainS, you must
be a U S citizen or an eligible noncitizen
have ini-rinClarneecl (The U S Department of EduelitiOn
end your school will use the Information you put on
this form to determine y01 need I
attend a school pat takes part in one Or more 01 the
programs
be enrolled and working toward a degree Or CertlfCale

Do All Schools Take Part In These Five
Federal Financial Aid Programs?

No But more than 8,500 Colleges, universItleS, hospital
schools of nursing, vOCatiOnal and !ethnical schools take
Part In one Of more 01 them Cont*C1 your school's linen
Mal aid administrator to ling out "Man Federal programs
your school participates in Also ask about any State or
private aid !ha: might be available

What Happens After I Mail In This Form?
Within Six weeks after you mall in this term, the U S

Department of Education will send you Student Aid
Report (SAR). On !no SAR will be a number called a stu
dent Add Indair (SAI) We use a tonnula established by law
to figure this number from the information you give Us On
the application

Whet Is My Student Aid Index (SAO?
The SAI is a number that tells whether you are eligible

for a Pell Grant If yod are eligible the financial old 86.
ministrator at your scn001 will use this number 10 dater
mine the amount of your award The lOwer your SAI is. the
nigher your Pell Grart will be This number will also help
the financial aid administrator determine whether Of not
you ars eligible for aid from the SEOG NOSI., and CW S
programs Ever If you don't qualify for a Pell Grant, you
may 31111 qualify for one or mar, of the other lour pro
grams Be sure to talk to your financial aid administrator
to find out if your school needs any additional information
Iroar you for these other four programs



What Happens if I Don't Get An SAR? __
It you Cool get an SAR ale emits, write to

Feciwal Student Aid Programs
P 0 Box 92506
Los Angeles, CA 90039

Gine your name address, social aecuilty nuinbef, and
date of Dinh, and ask toe another COPY Of your SA% r
your adorns has changed since you sent In your apPlICa
bon. be sum to one us DOtn yule dd and tow new ad-
cress

What If My Financial Situation Changes?
This application asks mostly about income and ex

Ponies for 1981 It your financial situation has recently
changed for the worse, you may be able to till out a
Spectra Condst.on Application for Federal Student Aid
That appliCatiOn asks mostly about the income and or
panties yOu expect to have 18 1982. Contact your financial
aid adMINStratOf to find out more about tea Special Con -
dition Application
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Where Can I Get More Information
On Federal Financial Ald?

This brickklet glees you only a bnet summary of 11; fee t.

financial aid programs offered by the US Department of
Education. Each financial aid program has Its own special
Itatures and procedures in arkoitton to the Information
you Can get Iron, your high school Counselor or your
acnoors financial aid administrator, you Can pried find out
what each program otters and how It operates by reading
the bOOkillt The Student Guide: Five Federal Fit 101St Aid

Programs, 1992411
To get a from coq, write to

Federal Student MO Programs
Box 84
Washington, DC 20044

DEADLINE: MARCH 15, 1983
We must mob* your norm by March 15, 1983 However,
you should apply as early as possible, because mailing in
your form Is only the lost stip for Federal stir
dent aid Schoits often hays father driedlines that you
will hare to meet

triARNt NG. The U.S Department of Education can check the information you give on this form

through a process called validation If you are selected for validation, you and/or your patents will
Mee to provide the 1987 U S, State, or local income tax return, the worksheetim this booklet,
and other proof that your information is correct. So it is important that you keep thisbooklet and

these financial records. If you get Federal student aid by giving incorrect information, you may

have to pay it back,

INFORMATION ON THE PRIVACY ACT AND
USE OF YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER ,

Trio PfrfaCy Act o' 1974 says that each P.der.1 agency trial
11411 he your social security minter Cr other information
must tell you the tonou,ing

t its legal right to ask for me OlCurnatqn and whether
the law says Ku must give it

2. neat our.. the agency nos m asking to it and how
it will oe used

3 what cOuktInaPPen if you do nor one II

Our Noel right to noun* that yob provide us with your
social secunty con*, for the Pell Giant and Guaranteed
StaStudent Wen PO9fliene Is 1.41,9 on Section 1st rz of the

cy Act of 1974

you must Wye us yOle social security number to apply for a
Poo Giant or Gusnintred Student Ulan We need the
ntenter on this form to be sure wa know who you are to Pe,
Cass yOur apCniCabon and to keep neck or your record in
sOddon wa use eniuf ...el security number in the Pen
Creel Progam in recording information *Pouf your cOliegsr
sttenClenc and VW's*, in making payments to yOu Pawl
by in Cafe your college does not tuna . this and in making
flee trial yOu hake new..d your money If you on not owe
your socal siKintly number , you nol gel Sell Gfant or

Guaranteed Student Loan

We reclutisi that you uoffenterhy Owe us your SOO& WW1.'
numn.fr ri you Sr. useng inn, form Only 10 apply 79' 7,7,47,474l
aid unOle IM Collage Work Shyly Nah0o4 pullet Shbent
Ilan and SuPP4Wherillii lEcluce14.0.4, OptAnnwr ily Grant pro-
of,. V. we vol, i social Security miner in processing
You so0ItcriliOn /1y. do not give us your foci& security
num., you are f Oligualrffe0 nom recoiling hewn-Oat CO

Pe, three programs

Cie legal fight to ask tof all information wept your social
Security number is based On sections of the law that
11UthOnSin the Pell Grant, Supplemental Educational Oppor
tunny Grant, Coleco Work StuOy, National DreCt Shatant
Loan, and Guaranteed Student Loan programs These s.
tans inChid sections 411, 4138,443 444 425, 420 and 482
of the trighe Education Act of 1905 as 1,771,7e0

It you apply or intend to apply 1. Student aid older all Me
prograros yOu thUst till IP all parts of the application form tit
Copt guestiOns ,37, 41, 42 HOwry07, It _you ars not apDly,n0
or Intending to apply for a Guaranteed Student Loan you
noed not answer Spastic:ins and 16 as well es duestion i3
41. 42. Fmalt7. 11 rol aro not applying for a Pe. Grant oi a
SuppRimental Educational Opportunity Grant, you need not
answer puestiOn 4 as well as 319,41, A 42 If you 00 not
answer auf.On 42, we will count gout answer as 'No' for
that thAtOtiOn.

We ask for PM information on the tom so that we an hour*
tour stole,: sod moss " The student aid max is used to
hop hpure out 110w much Federal financial aid you will get II
an, It you do not goo the required informal.% you will not
pet any Federal student hni1PC44 1170

We will AMP your mum, address, soda, ...city no
dale Ot birth, student aid IndiCes student status yeti
in. and Stile of *gal residence to the coiteces
Question 4t own It you chick 'No' in Quasi., 4
townatiOn will 0130 00 to the Stele schaarship

State of in el ratio:lance to help tniun note Siete
inenClai 10 programs with Fegval student d prOgrarns
Al. mionnstion may be font to member Cooireff. It
10.7 pr rote' Wants ells them to halo wi Federal student
Sad ouriSt.IS /44 may 2,50 0f0 Ih In MOW, for oily on
Pose *own Is a ',Out.. 17.'115100, Appendix 8 of 34Crn 50



INSTRUCTIONS
Read the Instructions a.7 you fill out this 10fm. Most
rniatane3 retun from not reading Inc inetructions
Mistakes May delay the PrOCeSSing of your application

The Inetruttions tor this form will usually answer Olen
pons that yOu have It yOU need more 1Cdl contact a god
ante counselor at your hign school or the linanbal aid ad
ministrator 31 the College you Plan IP attend

Although Other people feesides the student who is aPPrY
ing to. aid) may help fill out tr s form it is aboul the Stu-
bent When we ussAlie wads you and your *0
always mean trwitudent Wnen we use the word

college we mean a College university graduate or pro
fissional, vocational o lecnnical SCnool ca any other
SChool beyOnd high school

_

Records You Will Need
OM together these reCOMS tan yourself and your family

t481 i.) S more tax return (IRS Form 1040 or 1040A)
1981 State and loCal IncOnve tax returns
W-2 Forms and other records of money earned in 1981
Records of nontaxable income, Such as yetcren5, &Odle
5Ourity, Or welfare tnirnelit5
Current Dank statements
Current mortgage intormation

,cords of medical Or dental Din, .hat were Paid in
9.81

usiness and farm fedoras

wsin't Ste a tar raturn If you or your parents won 1 be
filihg US income lax return for 1931 you 11 still need to
knew hOvu much income if any was earned in 1981

Tax return not cornoleted yet' II you or your parents
haven t competed a 1981 U S income lax return but will
be tiling one use a Wank tax return or the wohoheel On
pages 6 and 7 to help you estimate what will be on the tar
return II thie CIUM1 tan return figures Cr. dIllwant
from what you Ow On this loon, you II have to make
cox's:Mons liter

Foreign tax return. if you or your parents flied or will 111e1
a 1981 income tax return with a central government out
site the United States, use the information from Mal tar
return to 101 OM MS form Convert an figures to US
00,6s If You o' your Parents also filed for will Mel a U S
income tax return use information from both the US and
the foreign tax return to rill Out thiS lOrin

Ili/Me Pont report runes mat you or YOWL wen's receiver as an
award under the COM/when of Judgement Fon03 Mt Or the

Nalike Cairn SetheMent As*. men,* or asses Don t
report Property as an asset i tal 4 may not be sole Or hare Wens
placed &pains. It without the cOnSen a the SeCrelary Or toter.
Or lair MePr011wrli n fold in trust r, yt or you, family by the
US 2overnment

When You Fill Out This Form
Use a pen with COCK Or Cars Mir Onn t use a pe.cil
P.mi carefully so that your term wt be easy to read
Round Of' figures to tne nearest dollar

if the instroCtienS tell yOrl IO 'MID a gueSliOn you eat
leave it blank Otherwise it a question 00es not apply to
you SOn leave it Plank Put a zero In e answer space
For example

S 000
This OCorlet Vintains two Copies of Inc lam Use ore
copy as a woroaney ono then De sure to Meet, It and thIS
Okkhoft try your nun reCOrOS VOW' school may ask 10 See
your COpy or the form or Ire worsalseet5 in t,e 00011101 tO
mare sure you a getting the r.gnt amount of aid
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Section A Student's Information
Write In this section information about the student whO Is
applying ff. aid

1 Write in your fast name, first name and middle Initial
Print carefully For .ramble

1W I 4,T11 0 ,

0001

2 Write in the address where you normally will be
receiving mail If yOU may be manno, be sure to give
us your permanent malting addresS Don t use the ad
Cross of the financial omit office a arty other office at

school

3 Write in your social security number Carefully COpy
tne number from yOUr Social security care

4 Write in the date you were born. Show the month as a
twodigit number Fa example, because July is the
Seventh month, you would write "07' in the boxes fOr
Month" Write in a two-digit number for the day The

fifth day of the month Would be "OS" Write In the last
two numbers of the year For examp, 1964 would be
"64 Therefore. If you were Dorn July 5, 1964 write

1641
Monts Der Yee

S Write in the twoletler abbrevrrion for your State of
legal residence Use the State abbreviation list below

State Abbreviations
ilk k... ni ra..i. us wean. so so..0.. A... 10 agate . 10.0.. TN 14......./1 .new Ir. NM... ItIV ..... t X .....wwww ea ra.e. NawyMirli , What ,c.. Woe.. ss uw, . 111.11 J.., .........n.sC. 40....... v ns Ise.. no key ..o. a Grew.O. PoOnSn. KT 0411K. N, how er. 104,0.61Wvia.1.10. LA 4... NC 1.1.1,..e.... U7 uwi
, Ceiwwww at uww On Ow VT Venni.Ot Caw.. -0 as,* pt Ouver. . ory.1e...W no... es ...........t. on ow, v. wliwCrow. a, I/ Ki.p.on PA euewww wAwwwigninr k ;an.. as mew.. an Pane nix ...I rope..
OA Gwasu as area wern re sum n` ...win00 0.44, WO M. SC Sem Owl*. en wriewn<elm-Iowa is w .wkie ww sea on sr ....snow.
we awl ans. es wow i Ira mew w wriew a IN. ow. so ger

6 II you are a U S citizen check box ice) and go on to
(Weston 7 Check box (0) if you are one of the fellow
Ing

U S national
U S permanent resident and you have an Alien
Registration Receipt Card 151 011551)
Permanent resident of the Northern Mariana
Islands
Permanent resident of the Trust Territory of tne
Pacific Islands

Other noncitizen, and you hare one of the
following 00Curnent51fOrn the U S Immigration and
Naturalization Service

An official statement that you have been granted
asylum in the US
Arrival Departure Recoil 11911 showing any one
of the following designations
(a) 'Refugee

or ID) Adjustment Applicant
(Cl "Conditional Entrant

or Idi 'indefinite Parole



It you cannot checi, box tor) oi )0) you must coed' Po.
(Cl it you Chita (c), you Cann°. get Federal student
and It you are in tne US on only an Fl or 92 student
visa or only a 31 or J2 exchange visitor visa, yOU can.
not get Federal student as

7 Check you. year in College from Jo's, 1 1982 to June
30 1983 rtnecrk only one box -

IS Check -No" it you do rat have a Bacheror'S degree
and you will not have one Dy July 1 1982

Choc. "Yes ' it you will have a Bachelor s degree Dy
July 1 teS2 Also Check "Yes- i; you will hare a
degree Dom a university in another country that is
estual to a Bachelor's degree

9 cared), the boo for your current marital status

JO Write in the number of dependent children you have
if you have no dependent children write in "0'

Section B Student's Status

When we say "parents m Section 9 of the form we mean
yew mother and/or father, or your aCOPtivePlren'S In
borne cases we mean a legal guardian who Ms been aD
Pointed Dy a court We don't/non foster parents and tor
the section we don t mean stepparent' (But later m the
instructions we will tell you it int0.1712.10naeOut your
stepparent is required)

Before you answe weslions tt 12 and 13, read the
descriptions below and Check the Dos next to tne one that
is true rut you

Your parents are both trvrOd and married to each
other Answer fen Questions in Section B about them

Your parents are divorced or separated. Answer the
Questions in Section B about the parent you lived
with mos` in tne last 12 months For example 11 you
lived with you mother most answer Questions 11 12
and 13 atout net and not about your father

If you didn 1 live with ginner parent or you lived won
each parent an toque number 0' days answer Ihd
Cues,OnS in Section B about the parent who provided
the greaser amount o' support to you in the last 12
months (SupPOrt includes money gifts loans, sous
mg food clothes. Car rnedicai and dental care Pay
mem of chliege Costs etc

your.Pefent is widowed or single Answer the Cues
veins in Section B about you( widowed or single
Parent

Your parents are both deed and you COn t nave an
adoptive parent or a ieoal guardian Answer NO to
al Questions in Section B and fill in the gray shaded
areas on the rest of this tom

_ You have legal guardian Arsvi tne questions in
Section B about you, regal guardian This is Only a
person whom a COur has (a, appointed to be YOU,
.8g., guardian and It) directed to SuCto' you with
his or her own financier resources

You are a ward of the court Answer Is:, to all cues
b. its in Section B ant hi, in the gray sneeed areas
on the rest of this form

now anSw.i Questions 11 12 and 13 based on *Nen box
40: checue. Answer al, three Questions for both 1981 and
'982 I, you leave any answer Nam, we will count it es
Yes

SC:
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11 II you lived in your parents home to, more Inan six
weeirs (a total of 42 days) in 1981 o' you will in 1932,
you must answer "Yes You must answer 'Yes even
if you pay your parents for room and ooare

12 your parents Claimed you on their U S income tax
return for 14131,..or if they will claim you tor 1982, you
must answer Yes'

13 If your Parents gave you more than 5750 wort.) of soy-
WI in 1981. or If they will do so rn 198: you must
answer "Yes (Support inCludes money gifts loans
housing, food Clothes Car, medical and dental care,
payment of college costs etc )

Important Instructions for Sections C, D, 8 E

It you are manned M the time you are filling out this form
ConSider yourself married for the purpose of deciding
which areas of the form you roust fill out

Unmanied students. (Single separated divorced or
widowed)

If you answered 'Yes to any o' the questions in
Section B you must fill in tne red shaded areas on
the form with information about you' parents In
Section C. answer Questions to 18 In Section 0
give financial information aOCAlt vcrur parents for
questions 2130 but be sure to answer questions
31 and 32 about yOuselt In Section E give finan
cial information about your parents Don I tilt in
the gray shaded areas

It you answered "NO to all six Questions in Svc
Iron B, you must MI in the way shaded areas on
the form with information about yourself in Sec
lion C answer Questions 19 and 20 In Section 0
give financial ntormetton about yourself, but don't
answer Questions 31 and 32 In Section E dose
financial information about yourself Don I hi in
the red shaded areas

Married students

If you answered "Yes to any of the questions in
Section B for me year 1982 you must till n the
red shaded areas on the form witn information
about your parents In Section C answer ouestons
10 18 la Section 0 give financial information
about your parents for Questions 21 30 but be sure
to answer Questions 31 and 3: about yourself In
Section E give financial informal on about your
parents Don't tiii in the gray shaded areas

It you answered No to eh three questions in Sec
lion B for the year 19132 you must fili in the gray
shaded areas on the form with information abate
yourself and your spouse (your husband or wife) In
Section C answer Questions 19 and 20 In Section
D 4100 financial information abut,: yourself and
your spouse Don I answer. Questions 31 and 32 In
Section E give financial in( orrnatic, about yourself
and your spouse Don t fill in the red shaded areas



Section C Household Information

Parents' Informationred areas

FIll In ties sect., with inlOrmation abort your parents
if your Parents are separated or divorced, oe If your parent
IS widowed Or alngif Give intOrmation only about the
Parent Mat you Counted In Section 8 If that parent has
marriedrar remarried read the neat paragraph

If you have stepparent If the parent that yOo Counted in
Section 8 has I 'Arne: on remarried you must alSO include
information about your stepparent II either

you lived with VOW stepparent (and parent) to more
than six weekS la total m 42 nays) in 198t, Cr will in
1962,

or
you got Or wilt get mole than 2750 In support trOm your
Stepparent in 1981 On 1982

If you are reporting informariOn about your stepparent
not. Mat whenever we say "parents" On the rest 01 this
forth, we also mean your Stepparent

14.-C.,11eCk Ins Cox for your parents Current marital
Status

Show the Current marital status of the people that
you give informatisin about on this form For example,
If you must give infOrMatiOn about your mother and
Stepfather Cheek the 00x that says 'married
beCause your motor and stepfather are married

15 Write in the twoietter abbreviation fc your Parents
State ot loggia residence See the list of State abOrevi
aflOts on Page 3

16. Write in the age of your Older parent

17. Write in toe number ot pe0Dle that yOur parents wilt
Support between July 1 1982 and June 30, 1983 In-
etude your parents yourself, and your parents other
dependent chilcren If you (the Student) have depen
dent Children also include them Include other people
Only II they naw live r,lih and get more than half 01
their supPOrl frCen your Parent! and will Or:intim-re 10
get ties support between July 1, 1982 and June 30,
1963 Don Incn.cle your (the student Sl spouse

18. Write en the number of people horn question '7,
Chiding yourself, who will be gong lo college or Other
schools beyond the high SCI100I level between July t
1982 and June 33, 1983 To be included here each
Student must De enrolled at least hail time Had time
Means the Stude.nt Is taking at least 6 Credit hours
Per term If the SChoOl uses Mei, hours, the student
Must be attending a' least 12 CIOCk hours per week

Student's (6 spouse's) Infamation
gray shaded areas

Fill In this section with information about yOurselt(and
your spouse) It you a divorced on separated, don I ill
Clude information &Wirt your spouse

19. Write in the number O. People Mal you land your
spouse, wit, support between jury 1 1982 and JiMe
30 1983 Include yourself r^' spouse and yobr
dependent children InCluds ,rt, Peopie Only if they
now live with and get more tit. ,11 of their support
from you land your spouse) ani. continue to gel
this sunpert between Jury 1 1982 and June 30, 1983

r
Of)
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20 Wrile in the number of people from Question t9 in
eluding yourself, whO will be going to College Or Other
scnoots beyond the high scnool level belween July t,
1982 and June 30, 1983 To be included tiers. each
Student must be enrolled at least half time Half Urn.
Moira the student Is taking at least 6 Credit hours
Per term If Me college uses clock hours the student
must b attending at least 12 CIOCk hour, per week

Section D Income and Expense Information
It your parents filed or will life a 1981 U S Income tax
return, fill in the answers in this SectiOn ...Sing your
parents 1981 U S JICOMe tax return (IRS Form t040 of
1040X) or Otter firianCal reCOrds Make sure you 1nSwer
all Of the Questions in the section marked "TAX OILERS
ONLY. If you are giving information for Only one parent,
and that parent filed (or will Ids) a loft tar return fOr
1981. One Only that patent's porfion of tine income and et.
penes asked for in questions 22 26 Answer Questions 31
and 32 about Yourself

-; - .
,

If your parents did not and will not file 011981 US Income ,

tax return, skip Questions 21-25. and answer queS iOns
2630, using your parents fitianCial records The kinds Of
records we mean al' Statements of income that your
parents earned In 7981 and statements of nontaxable in
Coma that your parents got In 1981 bike social security
disability. and welfare benefits) Answer Question 31 and
32 about yourself
IIf you (and your spouse) filed or will the a 1981 U S in-
come tax return. fill In the answers in this section using
your land your spouse St 1381 U I: inzcmc :so rev- ORS
Form 1040 or 1040A) Or otter financial records Make Sure
you answer all Of the questions in the section Marked
-TAX FILERS ONLY if you are divorced, separated. is

- widowed, and you filed (Or will file) a Wont tax return ror
1981, Owe only your portion of the income and expenses
asked for in aueStiOnS 2228 Don t answer questions 30,
31, and 32

II you (and your spouse) 010 not and will not the a 1981
U S income tax return, skip questions 21-25, and answer
questions 2629 using your (and your spouse'sr financial
records The kinds 01 records we mean are statements Of
income that you (and your spouse) earned in 1981 and
Statements of nontaxable income that you land your
SPOUSel got in 1981 (like Weill Security disability, and
welfare benefits) Uon't answer questions 33 31, and 32

21. Tax return figures
,

Check toe cox that says from a Completed return it
the 1981 U S inCOrne tax return has been filled Out
for questions 22 thrOugh yOU Should copy the
answer from the two return

Check the Cos that says "estimated' if the 1981 in
come tax return has not been filled out For Questions
22 through 25 you must writesin he figures that will
be on thia tax return Use a blank 1981 U S income
tax return to help You answer these Questions Use
the worksheet On page 6 to figure Out yCJr answer !Or
question 23

Important.
Men figuring your income Con I inci..de any earnings
ROM student financial aid programs Such as C01100.
Work Study If a number that you COPy frOM a U S inCOMO
tax return includes such earnings, Subtract then, befitve
you write 19 that numoen

22.TOtal number Of exemptions for 1991

Write in the number from Form IDE, line 6e or 10406
line 6

0



23. Income tor 1881 from U.S tat return

If a OS income tax return for 1981 has been corn-
Dited, write in the number hem Form 1040 line 31 or
1040A, is 10

If a US Income tax return la 1981 has not been corn
Dieted. use the werksneet befow

WOrksluset 10r question 23,

.4. SW.. ve
Mows 01.10.111...00. 5411

104.47 O... rooms Ms IRS Mokosto

Oelsr Utmost sso0fro (sumo, ntoonsO
AM farm fn.. UMW paws se4s0o4
f 'sots, and os ow tam. steor.so

AOl as o0 the ...Mrs Inv Ookoko

i.e..., soy ortiosOMots A'onn0 4.
awe., *mossy. Som.*. Amor.. p.p....

As aro Ssocs socOvnts *Moo penalty o.
sees Nona, swoon" 04.4

nOOks0 M. ,0 KAM shssOnles).

Trse y0.0 sm.., sar 0.000,, Ss TOTAL

$

oo

co

CO

co
01:105.111Rm.

'i 24 IA U S Income tax paid for 1981

IWrite on the number from Form 1040,11(1.47 or 1040A,
line 16a Make sure this number doesn't Include any
FICA, wi) enspoziorriont, or Ot hat taxers Don't copy the
amount of 'Federal income tax setthhel ' from W 2
Form

b. State and local Income paid for 1981

Write In the total amount of State and local income
taxes octually pail for 1981 This ss the amount with
hail minus any refund, or the amount withheld plus
any additional amount due Don't count sales, proper
ty, Or any other taxes that are not taxes on income

2S. Itemized deductions for 19111

IWrite en the number from Form 1040, Schedule A, line
39 if deductions were not itemized or If a Form-1040A
was filed, writs In "0" (Business or farm owner don't
use cumbers from Schs.Juir C or F )

21. Income earned from work in 1981

IWell. in the amount Of incOme earned from Work In
1981 by (a) your tether and (b) your Mother

If you skipped questions 21 through 25, include your
parents' earn nos from work in 1911

k If you imentered questions 21 through 25, ineludo the
"Wages, Ulan's, lips etc " from your parents Form
1040, One 7 or 1040A, line 7 If your parents own a
business or farm, also add in the numbers from Form
1040 Ones 11 and 18

Write in the amount of income earned from work In
1881 by (a) you and (b) your spouse

St you skipped questions 21 through 25, Include y0 of
(and your spouses) earnings horn work in 1981

If you answered questions 2 hrough 25, include the
"Wages salaries, tips, etc " from your (IMO your
4/Ouse s) Form 1040, line 7 or 10408, line 7 II you (or
your spouse) own a business or farm, also add in the
numters from Form 1040, Ones I1 and 18

57

27 Other locums and benefits lot 1981

a Social security benefits lot 1981

Wrote on the amount of social security brietitS (in
eluding Supplemental Seventy income) that your
parents got in 1981 Be sure to include the amounts
that your paront4 got for their children UnCIef ape IS
But don't include your benefits, even it they ere part
Of your parents' social security check
This questhm does nol apply to you Go on to 27b

b Ald to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC or ADC) foe 1081

Write in the total amount of benefits that pos(
Parents got in 1961 IfOnt Aid to Families with Depen
dent Ch ddien (These are usually called either AFDC
ce ADC benefits)

IWrite In the total amount of benefits mat you (and
your spouse) got In 1981 from Ala to FITIllen with
Dependent Children (These are usually called either
AFDC or ADC benefits)

e All other Income and benefits lot 1981

IAdd up your parents' other income and benefits for
1981 Use the worksheet bs'osi

IAdd up your (and your spot.ses) Other Income and
benefits for 1981 Use the worksheet below

Om 0.
ti

Worksheet fa question 27e

LOOM wen. s_ DO

s ossopt AFDC or' ADO 00

07.04.610,, onch.S. any
WOW 23) .00

Assooe0 PotA.k.mt LOAtorits 00

.01,4 NCO,.

ream tonal,. mcopt schMtonsi wok'st.
A OtnosateOf sot

IT C"..MATillink (cACt ...Ms I

Intsfost on tmk.s. tools

IRS maser ens 0.Aaofs, mckaon

Untesol yahoo of o.n.o.. 4 mor Al pews CO

foal 40016 , InnInc 040.,,..
cO.ST 4 others hot. c.a. osyntems

4.0 sass .sho of Wont) 00

Any ono, inotwoe Ant Osoefitsatont M.4a PA
nr-Pm need tokt..3 .00

Tno ssws(10, 275 TOTAL 5 00

co

CO

00

Dont IncionsAn
vocso 'soon.] In p.m..* 33 266 of D ss0 77. era

easy ham, studsA .4404. 0.0.Cat0.0 sas4-
won softy sonones v.. a WO ...Aso
soros.* boner. lot whom.. Ml Si, 0.07.4 As 3Com
sbss avatsnos 'Sow., or VA Confro.rwyS4Aornst
'brow... to hustle ,SPOrlad On 1.. telt uS wocom I..
fen, 6o.,, 101O 51. 701
Gm. arra 000001.1. Otner t057 menrs rftw.00 Non 0.0.0.

F000 slis00 0, tasstecoeO 0, dOsnO

You most keep this worksheet Don't send It in with
YOur application lam, DOCIuSer you may be asked 10
rater to It later 'ratify the information on your ep-
pheallon It may also help you to show that your SAP
is accurate

.
_a.



28. Mout Cal and dental expenses In 194t not paid by
Insurer ce

Wide in thJ amount of money that your parents paid
in 1981 thi rneJicai and dental expenses Don t in
Code amounts covens,' by insurance or the cost of in
surance r,,,,,,,,s II your parents itemized deduc
Irons on tee., 1981 11 S InCOme tax retort write in the
total of lines 2 and 6a c C and d of Form 1010.
SCnodaie A

IWide in the amour' or money that you (and your
spouse) paid it. 1041 tor fnecl,Cal and dental et
Pins's Dori : include amounts covered by ...Want.
Or the Cost Or insurance Pnfir ium5 9 you land your
Spouse) itemized OPOUChOns on your 1981 u S in
come tax return write In the total 01 lines 2 and 64, b,
C and d of Forrn 1040, Seclule A

29 Elelmintai ry.ltmIor high, end nigh school tuition paid
In 1961 1

Verne In the amount Ot money that your parents pr C
in 1991 for elementary lunron high, and high SChe
tuition tot then children (Tuition doesn't include
morn and board 1 Don't Include any tuition that your
parents Paid for you or Any tuition for reescnoc4 or
College Also ClOn t include tuition paid by scholar
VIPS

Write in the amount of money that you fang you,
Spouse) paid in 1981 for elementary. tumor high and
high schoo tuition for your Children (Tuition Cossn t
include worn and board i Don t include any tuition
that you paid for yourself, Or any tuition 101 prescnnoi
Or college Also don t include tuition paid by scholar
ships

Then skip to Section E

30 Expected 1902 taxable and nontaxable Income and
benefits

Mee n the total amount or taxabie and nontaxable
income and benehts that your parents exPeCt to get
in t982 include the types Of income that were asked
for ir questions 23 and 27a, to, and C If you skipped
Questions 21 through 20, include the tow.", of inCome
that we asked 'or In questions 26a and b and 27a, 0,
and c

II Student's (and sec.'s* s( 1961 Income

Use !Ms worksheet :0 figure tne Itirinnt stand if
marred spouse's) 1981 Income If the student is
divorced, separated or willow.,c1 don t include into,
nation to the spouse

1Volrtarteet 1Or question 31

Uwe., lent ..,Ap rev, Mx...1mm"
e on inuey re..vox

Som.. 19at AvAoncs 0n0o ,Oot,
w on gown.g.

C feet un. now, /.
wt 0010s OC 2. PC .11 100.1 444
414146 14.41114,111 C4/4111S 1.41 5.6.1r
5wort te ..a

/140 r 1.4 co4onn.

1.05.150 'it us $111111 1141 4.11 fAce,. 1
see re et.oeni Ia use.wt

n1. no." v« ro }Atm. 31 70,55

00

os

00

co

t 00

32

1

(3 -)tJ

Student's (and spouse's)

Use this worksheet to figure the student s (and If
married, snouse 5) assets If ten student is divorced
or separated don't Include Information for the
spouse

Worksheet for QuestIon 32

Anwvnt A 4..0 ...trot /3 CI4C114,310vAts
(DWI ..0.0 won, wont rant moy,y,

S 10

O.. A 05.550,1ents 01447 inan1i7inolne
704 n (5 .1114.1-030A Iw 0...C., 35
YeTat norm. 00.1 W1.51 i/ 0+.1 M 111

00 - oil . CO

eeinesse nee i5. iwnelow tor reecton
whet a a eortn nowt who n 0000 On 10

03 0)

10
Axe .0 revs... in Ow "Ver.. ceerts,
Th.. a ycur 04.01 c, 0.0.10.1 32 TOTAL

Section E Asset Information
You must glee Information about your parents' assets In
question 33 thrOugh 36 Don't include money from stu'
dent financial aid programs such as grants loans, and
work Study If you are giving tnicernation for only one
Parent and that parent has pinny owned assets give Only
that parent's pOrtIOn of the assets and debts

IYou must give Information about your (and your SPOuSe'S)
assets In questions 33 thrOugh 36 Don t Include money
from student financial aid PrOgramo such as grants.
loans, and work study If you are divorced Ot separated
and you have Jointly owned assets, give only your portion
of the assets and debts

Don't Include personat or consumer loans, or any debts
that are not related to the assets listed

. _ _ _
33 Cash, saiingS. and checking accounts

Write In the amount of money that is in CaSh, say
lags, and checking accounts :rimy

34 'Home

Write in how MUCh the Mtn. 5 worth today Use tne
realistic pries at which the home Could be sold Don't
use assessed Inture0. Or tax value A 'hOrne In
eludes a Inc. se, mobile h01714, Condominium, etc
Renters, write in "0"

Then, write in how much Is owed On the home, in.
CHAIN the present mortgage and related debts on
the horn* (Don't include Interest due t Check with the
mortgage company If you don't know

35 °teal net *Stet and Investments
Write in how much other real /state and Investments
are worth today Investments include trust funds,
money Merkel fungi stocks bonds, other securities,
commodities. precious and Stretch:tie rnetalS. ate

Teen write In how much is owed On Other real estate
and investments

36 Business and term
Write m hOw much the business and farm are worm
today Include the value oljand buildings machinery,
eduiPment, livestock inventories etc Dolt include
now mixer the hOrne IS worth (Home value should be
given In question 34 )
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IThen write in what IS owed on the buSlreSS and
lain inC,yde only the present mortgage and related
debts tor ernten the business and arm were used as
colialerat

.
III your parents ale not the sole owners write in only
their share 01 the tete business and farm va.ve and
debt
IP you land your SOWS') are not the sole Demon
write in piny you. (and your spouse 51 Share Ot the
total business and farm value and debt

All students must fill In Secfions F & G

Section F Student's (& Spouse's) Expected
Income and Benefits
°with:MS 3740 ask about income and benefits that you
aspect to get Answer these Questions inaccurately as
you can II a Question doesn't apply to you, or it you don't
exPeCt to get any income or benefits from that source,
don't Nave if blank, wet* en ''O"

37 a A b Taxable Income
Write in the total amount of taxable income that (a)
you and (15) your spouse expeCt to get during the
Smooth summer of 1082 and the 9-Monfn school year
of 1082433.
Include

'Wages salaries and tips
IntereSi and dividend income
Any Other income that will be earned Or taxed

Don't Include ir,-orne from a ice that you (or your spouse)
will get from invent financial sic programs, such as CA, S

13 Social securItY ben*, Its
Write in the amount of social SeCurity benefits pit
eluding Supplements/ SeCunly InCCane) that yOu well
get per month from July 1, 1682 through June 30,
1983. and the number of months during this time that
you will get these benefits lociuCe ^enefits for your
self your spouse 400 your dependent Children If
yOU re net sure new mien you will, get contact the
Social Security AdrinniStratIOn

39 Veterans educillenal benefits

- Write in Me irsiOunt Of veterans educational benefits
that you will get gel month from July 1, 1943 through
June 300983. and the number of months during Pus
time 'hat you * li gm these benefits InClo00 only
MIS' you the Student) will get from the CP Bill and ('

Dependency Educational Assistance Program If you
are not sure how much you will get, Contact the
Veterans Administration _

Dor7t Include Death Pension, Dec kndency and Indern
nity COMriensatiOn (DIC) VA Contributory Benefits, Of
yOur 'Douse 5 SI Bill,

40 Other income and benefit;
Write in the amount or Other income and benefits that
you tend your SPouSel exPeCt to get from July 1, 902
Inrougri June 30, 1033
Include

Child Support received for your Children
Aid to Families with Depenclem Children (AFDC or
ADC,
Welfare benefits
UnemPlOyment cOrnpenSatiOn ir,u. t inzluie any
urlamploYment CCmCienSatiOn that yOu included in
Question 37a Or 370 1
Railroad RetirementoBenefits
0Sabliiry inCOrtw

Veterans Penefits, such as Death Pension and
Dependency and Indemnity Compensation (DIC)
benefits Don't Include the benefits that you gave In
Question 39 Cu VA Contributory Beneflt&I
Spouse's GI Bill
Interest O. tax free bonds
Untaksd Portions of pensions and GPM ueins
Mousing, food, and Other lining Slid.. des :rr
Military. Clergy and Others (Include cash paynenls
and cash value of benefits )
Any other income and benefits

Don't Include food stamps money I rOM student tiMn
Mal aid programs (educational loans work study earn
Inge grants. Or scholarships), or any Of the Income Or
benefits that you reported in 37, 38, and 39

Section G Colleges, Release, & Certification
41. Write In the name, City, and State of the college that

you will be going to during the 108283 school year
Use the first two lines under 41 (11) If you are con
sbanng more than one college. write in on trio first
two lines the name and address of the C011ege that
you are most likely to attend Use the next two lines
(121 for the name anckaddress of the college you We
most likely to attend If you don't attend the first one
If yOo 0On't knew yet whICJI Colleges you are in
!Melted in. you may leave this queStIOn blank.

42, a Check "Yes" II you give us permission to send In
formation from this 10.1110 the 'Mancuso aid agent-)
In your State Some State agencies may ask for this
Information They only use It to help decide whether
you will get a State award, and 10 Check to see If you
reported delftt information on your State student
aid application
Check "No' if you don't want us to send information
from this form to the financial aid agency In your
State 11 you Check "No," your State aid may be
delayed. but it will have no effect On your Federal aid

42, lo Check "Yes If you give US permission to send IN
formation from this form to the colleges that you
listed In question 41 Many collegeS use this Informs
bon to help estimate the amount of your Phenols' aid,
0 .cage
Check "No it you don't want us to Send nformatiOn
Iran this form to the colleges that you lit led In Ques
bon 41

43 You must sign this form If you are married your
spouse must sign this lam If you flhed In the red
shaded areas, at least one of yOur Parents mut' also
sign this form Everyone signing this fOrm is saying
that all intOnnatiOn on the form is correct and that
they are willing to glue documents Such as a COpy of
their 1981 US State, or local income tax returns) to
prove that the information is correct

Sending In Your Form
Doopiecnega your form to make lute It fs COMM° and
accurate Be sure It has the necessary signatures

Put the form in the envelope that comes with this booklet
You doe t nave to send any money Don't put letters. tan
forms werkSheertS. Or any extra materials In the envelope
this will Only slow dOwn the processing of your motolicallon

Also Include the postcard that comes with this booklet
As soon as we receive your application, we will mall the
postcard back to yOu. stamped with the date you 5h0utd
expect to Meanie your SAR If you don't receive the poll
Cara within four weeks. send on another application form
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TAB F - NM= PRODUCTION SUHHAPY

1981-82 Pell Grant Application Processing
as of

Pell

10/18/81

ACT CSS PHEAA TOTAL

Original Apps. 1,111,515 776,694 2,346,880 218,513 4,453,602

Percent Eligible 38.6% 48.2% 45.2% 10.9% 48.4%

Percent Ineligible '10.6% 22.2% 25.2% 22.9% 20.9%

Percent Re3ected:

Insufficient Data 25.9% :4.5% 26.2% 18.6%' 25.5%
Unofficial Apps. 4.9% 5.0% 3.3% 18.6% 4.8%

As a sin tar point in 1980-81 we had processed 4,386,670 original applications
and 1,857,471 history corrections.
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Senator PELL. Now, am I correct in saying that these forms were
printed based on the current law, not under proposed law?

Dr. EI.ENDORF. That is correct.
Senat PEi.L. Thank you.
Now, in the question of decoupling or separating the campus-

based programs, in determining need, how are you going to make
sure that the students will have to complete only one national aid
form and it will be free of cost to the student? It would seem to me,
if you decouple these, that some students will have to fill out two
forms. -

Am I correct in that?
Mr. MARTIN. Not necessarily, Senator.
Under the Department's current contractor, the uniform method-

ology, which is the other system that we are talking about, it is
very similar and operates under the same core data system. The
question is what you do with those elements in a formula of either
applying that in various tax rates or assets, a different rate. You
can either liberalize or restrict that schedule.

For example, under the Pell grants system, we provide some
kind of what we call a family-sized offset which provides mainte-
nance for a family; that set of assets, or that set of offsets has
historically been based on the social security budget figures

Those figures were developed originally because of overall pro-
gram costs. Those are fine for assessing families that are older and
with a fixed income, things that are retired and so on They are not
very indicative of the condition that families find themselves in.
that have students enrolled in postsecondary education Probably
using the low figures by the budget statistics would be a be ter in-
dicator. .,

Those offsets range from between $1,500. $1.600, or more, and so
that provides a lot of difference in terms of whether or not that is a
real assessment of what the discretion of the income of the family
is. Still, students could fill out one form and the processors would
simply produce one figure that would determine eligibility for Pell
grants, and a separate figure for different eligibility for campus-
based or GSL.

Senator PEI.I.. These two forms would be repetitious?
Mr. MARTIN. You would not have.to have two forms. The collec-

tion of the data, once it is transposed in the computer, would be
two different matters.

Senator PELL. You could do it with one single form'
Mr. MARTIN. That is correct.
Senator PELL. That the students would fill out?
Dr. EI.MENDORF. With different numbers, and assuming one for

the Pell grants calculation and another ore for calculation of the
campus program

Senator PEI.I.. These forms that you have given me here, that
have been inserted in the record, that is all the students would
have to fill out, is that correct?

Mr VIGNONE. Senator. may I just add one more comment?
Indeed, we do right now produce two numbers. one for the family

contribution- -
Senator PELL. Two numbers, but from the same form

p "7.' I
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Mr Vic:NoNi.: Right, from the same.iform. We just manipulate
the data two different ways and two different numbers appear. So
there is no real technical problem.

Senator PEI.L. Incidentally, in connection with that form, my un-
derstanding was ttat it was required to be submitted to Congress
not later than September 1 Yet,the schedule we are considering
today we received in October,

What was the reason fcr the delay?
Dr. EL.MENDORF. I will answer that.
I believe the requirement that we were under was 30 days of the

date of reconciliation was passed. We had the form ready, and I be-
lieve that the clearance processes in the Department were late in
getting it up here.

Senator PELL Right. Another year, we hope this would not occur.
I realize you have the nf administiation coming in, but the

date of September 1 was very carefully thought out, obviously.
Why didn't you develop a fan.ily contribution schedule that reflect-
ed the auth riation of $2.65 billion, which is the current law, or
the budget reconciliation figure and is the figure for vhich
the Congress will be fighting for quite hard.

Dr Ei.mENnoRr. I believe we have a major problem in Govern-
ment, and that is

set
to help the President meet the economic

recovery plan he set forth.
If the latest information is correct, that by 1984_ we might have

as high as $100 billion deficit, then I think we should attempt to do
everything we can in the programs which we manage to help the
President My feeling is that we also have another obligation to
protect low incomes and the formula that we developed, as you
heard injected, which I stated was developed with the expressed
intent of protecting low-income students, I feel that the data we
have is protective of the population group for which this legislation
was originally written and intended

My sense is that that group can be protected and a lower number
achieved to help the President at the same time.

Senator DELI. We obviously have some disagreemei n this. We
all want to balance the budget, but the question is, where do the
cuts come' Personally, I would rather see them come out of de-
fenst., the hardware sector. more than the human sector, the capi-
tal lector, health. znd education. It is a question of philosophy, and
now we have to work out compromises in this regard.

If you assume the year application to be 1982, in the use of these
forms. Dr Elmendorf, would not this knock out students who
would be applying late or, more important, students who are en-
rolled in proprietary schools, what we call "for profit" taxpaying
schools is opposed to nontaxpaying schools, which the like to be
described as, and correctly. -

Dr ELNIENDoRF Let me defer to Mr Vignone for that question
Mr VIGNoNE Fm sorr,. I did not quite understand the thrust of

your question
The form would be submitted earls this year. after the first of

January, for all students. whether they v.ere enrolled or plan to be
enrolled in a proprietary or public school
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Senator PELL. My understanding is that in current law the stu-
dent has until March to apply for a grant for the school year begin-
ning the previous September.

Now, proprietary schools have course offering of shorter duration
which may not .even begin until 1983; even though part of the
1982-83 act will be split, those students would not be eligible for
Pell grants because the year application would be 1982.

Mr. VIGNONE. No, that is not 'true, Senator, because it is a
summer session trade-off.

What occurs here is through regulation those particular propri-
etary schools, a school could make a choice to use the 1982 applica-
tion form and award its Pell grants based on the 1981-82 form.

Mr. MARTIN. That partictilar point that you referenced used to
be a problem, but the Department, I believe, corrected that 2 years
ago by providing a change, moving away from the October 16 date
toallow the schools the overlap of using one year or the other
year's form so that the proprietary institutions are now treated in
the same manner that is equitable for those courses that began
later in the year as anyone else.

I think since that change has been made we have not heard any
complaints from that particular sector about that problem.

Senator PELL. Thank you.
Now, I have another questionand some of these questions I am

asking you on behalf of the chairman, who could not be with us at
this time.

Although I would agree that the series of assessment rates on
discretionary income in your alternative legislative proposal for
Pell grant distribution is preferable to the "relatively harsh" rates
in the family contribution schedule, we have certain concerns
about other elements of your suggested legislation.

Would you explain, for example, why social security student as-
sistance, which tends to go to the neediest students, and w 'ieh is in
the process of being phased out, why should that be redu 1 dollar-
for-dollar from a student's Pell grant award?

In addition, your proposal would reduce the asset reserve cur-
rently allowable for families which do not own their homes from
$25.00 to $8,000, while greatly increasing the asset reserves for
farm families.

Would you tell us your reasoning for proposing these changes?
Dr ELMENDORF. Let me see if I can answer the first question.
The reason for excluding social security and Veterans' Adminis-

tration, in our opinion, is that as the funds for this program are
fixed, we believe that the $2.18 figure is a harsh figure but more or
less a realistiC one.

It would appear to me that we still need to treat the low-income
students. As we zhange the requirements for other populations like
veterans or social security recipients who have available to them
for the same purpose educational attendance, another source of
funds, we have, in fact. created some ineligible people falling off of
Pell grants program eligibility.

We also, in the case of an individual who gttends a low-cost
. public community college. received at that institution with eligibil-

ity right now for a Pell grant program, and full VA benefits, in
fact finds himself in a position where he is overawarded by a con-
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siderable amount of money, mole than other students V1/4,hu we feel
should deserve to have access to those diminishing Pell grants.

The other question you asked dealt with the asset reserve. The
difference between the two, under the Notice of Proposed Rulemak-
ing, current law, w.th the more stringent base, we are providing
for home equity to be excluded rather than included with a $10,000
asset reserve and a $25,000 aibbet reserve for people who do not own
horn,- aid an additional $50.000 asset reserve against farm and
bus:ness

Under the new statutory proposal we make. that has been
,hanged in this way. Home equity is now, included as it has been
since this legislation has been in effect. A' $30,000 asset reserve is
established against the home, a $50,000 asset reserve against the
farm and business assets, with an additional :1;50,000 against the
farmland itself. and an $8,000 asset reserve against all other assets,
totaling $138,000.

Senator PELL Thank you
Mr MARTIN Senator, could I make a comment on that?
1 think the point that you make about social security is a very

important one We do not disagree with counting that as an educa-
tional resource. so that we do not have students being overawarded
for Federal funds, but to count social security benefits and to apply
it directly against the EI has a dramatic effect.

Let me give you an example of that. If you had a student that
SA, Lib totally needy, .end he was attending an educational institution
that cost $1,000. currently that student would be eligible for an ini-
tial grant. Pell grant, of $1.670.

Now, in addition. they might be eligible for. let's say, in this
case, that they would be getting $2,000 for the academic year in
social security benefits, that gives them total aid going into that
school of $:3,670. Ve 111(1 is still below what the educational costs are
that would have to be met from some other kind of help.

If you did the administration's proposal by adding the social se-
curity benefits directly to the EL you would increase that zero EI
up to $2,000. which would. in essence, make the student ineligible
for Pell grants

Now, the only resource that student has is $2,000 I do not think
it is fair to tax that resource more heavily than any other resource,
whether it is summer engineering or money that people have
saNied, or private scholarships, or from the school We wholeheart-
edly support the concept of being overawarded, and if the social se-
curity or Veterans' Administration benefits would exceed the Pell
grants. yes, the program should The reduced. Because you cannot
reduce that at the school. becatiof the entitlement.

I think it is either more important When you look at the data
that is pus, ided by the recent CIAO study that shows S.1 percent of
the families that ree,eil.e social security benefits come from families
below ::;7,050 'Twenty percent of the students that currently, receive
those benefits in schools are black students as opposed to only 11
percent of the population, unfortunotely, other information is not
available on minority groups, but that is the poor of this country.
and to counter that more heavily, to me, is reverse discrimination.
I think the proposal that we have proposed is more reasonable
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Senator PELL. In cJnnection with these forms, out of curiosity,
what happens to a student who gives misinformation, reducing his
family income, and gets a grant that is more?

Dr. ELMENDORF. Let me see if I can give a general answer.
As I understand the program, we have built into the program

two payment systems which allows for us to detect any kind of
error that may occur in the program, and correct that error before
the second payment is made by adjusting any amount that. may
have been overawarded as a result of that error.

Senator PELL. I am saying, where the student fills in a misstate-
ment intentionally, to say about what is the current family income,
where it reduces it substantially. Is there any way of catching
that?

Mr. VIGNONE. Senator, the computer processing portion, the com-
puter process itself has built in a number of tolerance checks, very
similar to what I suppose the IRS or other agencies do; such that
the student, if he were to do something such as you suggested,
which is outside the bounds of some reasonable tolerance limit, he
would be rejected. If he comes hack and says "No, I really mean
that," yes, indeed, my father made $12,000 last year and he made
$10,000 in Federal income taxes, just to continue with the example
that you indicated, he would be rejected and selected for validation
under a number of parameters.

In Dr. Elmendorf's opening testimony you will see some tables in
the back of his testimony which indicates and gives you some data
on how we have increased the validation effort over the years
Since we instituted needs in 1978-79, may I just briefly read a few
figures.

We selected for validation that first year 119,000-some-odd stu-
dents, who did somAhing like you were suggesting, and in 1979 -SO

there were 3,200, and last year there were 3,000. So we do have an
ongoing check of students who do these rather strange types of
things.

Mr. MARTIN. I think I could attest to what Mr. Vignone says, be-
cause the institutions have to deal with that in going out to make
sure that the data is correct

Senator PELL. As I look through the form here, where you have
income, item D, income and expense information, if you cut all the
income expenses by a percent, they would balance out What hap-
pens? Some students must cheat. When you catch ont who does
cheat, what do you do?

Mr. VIGNONE. Through our validation branch, we typicallyI do
not really know the details, buf they are thenit is a criminal
case. We submit the records to the Justice Department.

Senator PELL. If you could supply some statistics, sinceany
time period that you want, last year, last week, how many in-
stances of cheating have you come across, how many cases have
been referred to the Attorney General, how many cases have been
brought to, trial, how many have been convicted. I am just curious
I would like to know that.

Now, in the case of married independent students with no de-
pendents, is there any differential for the situation where both
people are students, as opposed to only one being a student')
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As I understand it, under the administration's proposal, it ap-
pehrs in cases where both husband and wife are students, their
income would be considered at 75 percent each. This would seem
unfair Is this correct?

Dr ELMENDORF That, I believe, is a correct interpretation. And
as we look at the regulations, we are going to wait between now
and the final comments to get more commentson that. I believe we
may adjust the final regulations that area because it does seem
to discriminate against one specific population group.

Senator PELL, I would think so.
Now, also under the administration's proposal requiring no legis-

lative changes, families with income above $18,000 would be
dropped from program eligibility.

What would be the upper income figure under the proposed
family contribution schedule involving changes in current law?

Dr. ELMENDORF. I-did not catch the last part.
SenatOr PELL. What would be the upper income figure under

your proposed family income schedule?
Dr ELMENDORF The figure, I gave, I believe the testimony was

thatthe two figures which would be considered upper income to
remain eligible in the program, under the notice of proposed rule-
making, cur:ent law, with the stringent rate would be $15,800.
However, if you were tp enact the legislative proposals, that -eligi-
bility pool adjusted gross income would increase to $27,054.

Mr SAUNDERS That is accomplished by dumping Veterans' Ad-
ministration and social security recipients and cutting the maxi-
mum award to $1,670 In other words, they keep families up to
$27,000 income in the program by penalizing the neediest students.

Dr ELMENDORF I would react to that by saying the Veterans'
Administration and social security aspects is about $220 million
cost savings.

My purpose in making that known to you is that with those
moneys taken out of the Pell grants formula, we make $220 million
available to other low-income recipients who do not have at their
advantage that social security or Veterans' Administration funds.

Mr SAUNDERS. You also do it by reducing the grants to the very
neediest students from $1,800 to $1,610, so that students at the
uppe: end of the income scale can receive very minimal awards.

Dr ELMENDORF That may be true, Mr. Saunders, but I would
call to your attention the table at the back of my statement that
the award does increase rather than decrease over current 1981-82
levels, and that the program dollars in fact, the percent of people
whn accept program dollars, increases rather than decreases with
our proposed legislative changes under the proposal.

Senator PELL If the Department of Education is dissolved and di-
vided ur, amongst other agencies, which some of us on the Hill will
oppose very stronglythe chairman does, and i dobut if the ad-
ministration prevails. would Your shop remain? Where would your
shop go, in your view"

Dr ELMENDORF I do not have an answer to that question, Sena-
tor

My hope would bet -and I believe the Secretary has expressed
this publiclyhe would attempt in any new organization proposal
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which he submitted to keep the program together, and I would
assume he would mean student aid' programs.

Senator PELL. Would that be GSL?
Dr. ELMENDORF. I think his statement did not exclude any of the

programs.
Mr. SAUNDERS. I might say, Senator Pell, that we are concerned

about that rumor, that the student aid programs might go to the
Treasury Department. We are particularly concerned because of,
the expressed view of the Treasury in testimony in recent weeks by
Assistant Secretary Chapoton in supporting tuition tax credits,
that need based aid, Pell grants, and other forms of Federal assist-
ance are cumbersome and a complex way to provide assistance to
students, and the easiest way to do it is through tax credits. That is
the attitude of the Treasury at the current time, and it certainly
does not fill us with any sense of optimism about the future of stu-
dent aid to know that the administration is even considering the
idea of putting student aid programs in the Department of the
Treasury.

Senator PELL.. Do you have a view, Mr. Saunders, in regard to
tax credits?

Mr. SAUNDERS. 'Yes, Senator. I think the higher education com-
munity has a very strong consensus on the issue that our highest
priority is need-based assistance. That is our top priority, and we
would oppose any attempt to substitute tax credit assistance for
need-based aid.

Senator PELL. What would your position be, Dr. Martin?
Mr. MARTIN. Exactly the same as Mr. Saunders.
Senator PELL. Would you tell us which of the administration's

legislative suggestions for the Pell grants program, the higher edu-
cation community could accept? I am addressing this question to
both Mr. Saunders and Mr. Martin. Which should be rejected, and
the reason for your thinking?

You may want to submit this for the record.
Mr. SAUNDERS We are testifying in opposition to both of them. I

think we would feel that the alternative option proposed by the ad-
ministrt.tion would be a more desirable one, if you assume that
only $2 1 billion is available for Pell grants as the administration is
assuming. That is a very important caveat because we are hopeful
that the Congress will provide significant additional funding

Senator PELL. Another thing, I think it is the very suggestion
that Dr. Elmendorf set forth, or that I read somewhere, that the
proposed way of cutting back, which of those could the educational
community accept, if any?

Mr. SAUNDERS. I think we already testified about the progressive
tax rates, and we have specifically asked that the family contribu-
tion schedule be modified too, along the lines of the
administration's alternative proposal.

Also, updating the family size offsets, which the administration, I
understand, supports and the assets reserves for inflation.

Mr. MARTIN. Senator, I might add that I think we would also
agree that probably updating the family size offsets as the adminis-
tration has recommended, although I would point out that it is im-
portant and we have included a table in our additional statement
that shows that actually those offsets are still lagging behind. So
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they are understated because we did not update the family size
update last year as pointed out in the RPM, and the figures that
we used to adjust them this year are less than the offsets were last
year Because we used the lower rate of inflation, 12 percent last
year was never put hi. So' there are some delays on this, but ii
budget constraints is the issue and we have to do that, that may be
something that we have to continue to live with for a short period

But I think again it underlines the importance of, with that kind
of reduction, then the social security and Veterans' Administra
tion, which we would oppose the administration's approach; we
could support their concept on looking at asset treatment, but we
would suggest in a way that would not require operational night.
mares by rejecting those forms. And even if I am wrong on my
figure of 340,000, I do not think it should be affected. It does not
speak well to good management of what we are trying to do in
terms of that whole process.

But I think that additionally one thing we should put in, which
is not requested here by the administration but is alluded to in
their preamble, as one of their problems. is the rate table reduction
language I think to develop some kind of linear reduction that at
least it would do that fairly for people. It would make some sense
and prrwide the administration for some mechanism if appropri
ation levels are not sufficient. that they would have a more reason
able way of awards for everyone rather than the flat percentages
or the step functions that now occur.

Senator Pm, Thank you very much
I would say at this time to Dr. Elmendorf. within a very few

weeks the final reconciliation figure should emerge from this orga
mzation, the Cong'ress. and I would hope that whatever proposal
you make he made in such a way that it adopt the final figure Be.
cause rou may find that the Congress does not agree with the
President on the IS billion.

We do not know yet and we will haw to see I also would like
you, if you would, Elmendorf, to pros ide for the hearing record
the detailed estimate of the individual and cumulative cost effect of
each of your suggested legislative changes, including the number of
students who would be affected and the income distribution of such
studen is

Dr ELmENDORF Did we not include that information in our
packet')

Senator Pw. I am informed that rou did not. I stand corrected
if you have already done that

th ELNIENnoiti. If we:have .tut, we would be glad to provide it
bets use it is done There is a series of tables in each packet that
c-h..11-1 have that information in it

n a WI PELL I am asking the staff now We have the us, eral I fig-
hut '.hat we are asking for is the breakdown for each of the

proposal,. of the individual and human cost effect of each of the
iegisiat ive changes

qtr VinNoNE The income distributions are there We also have.
if I can find it, %err, qui:!klr 1 do not have this'one in the testimo-
ny. but there are six pages

'"r r
I t
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Senator PELL Let's leave it this way. If you have convinced the
staff that you have given it to us already, I am convinced. Other-
wise, if you would, as soon as you can, give it to us.

Dr. ELMENDORF I think we have, Senator, and we will make it
available right now.

Senator PELL. I appreciate it very much. At this point I would
a k that the record stay open for 24 hours for any further ques-
tions that may be submitted in writing to you.

Thank you very much for coming up. And as I say, as we see new
administrations come and go now and for a good many years, and
Dr Elmendorf will have his constraints, I would hope that we can
all work together as much as we can to alleviate the harshness of
these proposals of our nation's students.

I want to thank you for coming and I look forward to your being
in touch. I hope you go back to the Department of Education
saying how much we on the Hill are going to try to make sure that
you do not work with that $2.1 billion, and work with the other
one, but we will not know the answer for a little while.

[The following material was received for the record:]

..,

.
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As,OMIX)N Oi

IESUrr COI I Grb t UNIVE IZSITIES

\IA`,.A. III E ITS AS ITI e: 55,,

0.t6) ), 28, 1981

To Sen for Robert Stafford and the members of the Subcommitteo
on ucation, Arts & Humanities

From: :oat h Kane, Vice President

Subject Pr osed changes in the Expected Family Contribution
S dulc ani Need Analysis for Pell Grants and the
cam us-based programs.

As you are aware, the Department of Education published
proposed rules for need analysis and expected tamily contrioutions
for academic ye r 1982.3 in the October 16, '981 Federal Register.
The Association of Jesuit Colleges and Unive iities wishes to
express its appr val of the general direction of the proposed
rules. In partictlal, we support the separation of the need
analysis for Pell grants from that Tor the campus-based programs.

.. ,t. ,,,,,,n4,,,Before being prec pitous, however, lot me say that we dis4ree
with the assumpti) i of the Department that only $2.187 billion
soould be appropri ted for Poll grants. While we agree with
most of the formul, changes predicated on that level of funding,
we believe that n t only should it should he higher but that
Congress will raise it iore in line with the Omuibis budgot
Reconciliation Act f 1981.

its "Rationale f r the Developmen of the Proposed 1982-83
I .e$ h,1

Formula," the Depart.ent identifies a nuber of options under
which an appropriati r) can be distributed to students. and then
reeommends an alterative. support the ..lternative, in the
hope that the Depart nt is serious in its reioro'endatiors.
Out comments refer t. the alternative formula.

`; If

4, 4

tie ,strongly support t e goals indicated-

a) avoid extreme redu :ions in awards to students from low-income
families,

b) avoid excessive ass ssment rates on discretionary income,
c, remove inequities die to assets and resources,
d) retain the distinction between the need analysis for Pell

grants and the carp is -based programs.

In lite with these goal we agre to

- the tettetion of the :1670 raxisum awardo, 11 1981-21 and
of the halt-cost formu a,
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tka establishment of benchmark figures for need analysis by the Secretary,

the tax rates suggested for discretionary income proposed on page 51185,

column 2, section(g) We invite the subcommittee, however, to investigate
the possibility of a linear reduction schedule with a "hold-harmless" for
those students with the lowest eligibility index (0.600) for the future.

deferral of the cosh -of- attendance provisions of the Education Act of 1980.

Our disagreements with the 'alternative" are minor, but we call them to your

autention:

We question the advisability ar this tire of neei to reduce expenditures to
raise the asset exclusion of farms and businesses so much more than of others.

The differences between the two amounts would be increased co $70,000, If

alloved,(p.51185, column, section (d).)

In discussin8the "Treatment of Dependent Student income," the Department proposes
to "drop the dependent student income offset that has been used in the past "
(e.51186, column 1), and that it would be added to parental Income We would

suggest that in place of total elimination of the offset, that only one-half
be applied to parental income.

In addition, while the Department invites "comments on the entire procedure
for verifying campus-based financial aid applicants.. "(p.51187, column 2),
we wish to express concern about the relation of cost co effort and results
Currently, institutions are audited at least evefy two years and that should
be sufficient guarantee of accuracy of applicant validation. .

Finally, although we have no objection to the criteria for determining whether
or not the student is independent.- that the student will receive not move than
$750 in support from parents - we are inclined to believe that it should remain
the same as this year: not more than $1000, if only to prevent additional paper-

work

.je hope that you will taxe these comments into consideration If you decide to
make changes in the areas note above. by and large, we chink that the Departmen
has tried to come to grips with the pressing problems of time and equity in
student financial aid and we are supportive of its efforts.

We also urge you to support the appropriation levels for student aid which
Congress recommended when it approve the OmiAbus Reconciliation Act of 1581,

when it reaches the floor for a vote.

Respectfully,

Joseph Kane

Vice President

C
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' The Col'ege Board

Aaseer,..'"ce

November 4, 1981

Honorable Claioorne Pell
U. S. Senate

325 Russell Senate Office Building
1.:asnington, D.C. 20E10

Dear Senator Pell:

2,0 t

During the October 29, 1981 hearing on tne Family Contribution
Schedule before tne Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities, you'
xpressed some im,vartant-concerns about the implications for students

rr the eligioility criteria for Pell Grants continue to be separate
from need analysis for the campus-based aid programs. Is particular,
you asked if need analysis is "decoupled' as the Administration has
proposed, would students still be able to fill out only one form?

Tin, an,wer is a definite yes." Students applying for Pell Grants
and campus -oased aid for next year (academic year 1982-83) will still

oe able to file one application for all federal student aid on any one
of five approved forms: the Education Department's form. the Family
Financial Statement of the American College Testing Service. tne Financial
Aid For pf the'College Scnolasnip service (CSS). and tne application
forms of the California Student Aid Conlnission and tne Pennsylvania

Higner Educatio, Assistance Agency (for California and Pennsylvania
students/residents respectively).

All of the approved forms na,.e a substantially identical set of
questions, or "core data," for applying for all federal programs. The
Education DePartmeit's form includes only tne core questions, whereas
the otners nave Pots tnese core questions for federal aid and supple-
mentary questions needed by states and institutions to assist in the
award of aid from non- tederal sources. A student applying only for
reoeral aid can complete any of the five approved forms. Decoudling
the hoed analysis means only tout the core data are calzulatec in two
ways--one for Pell Grants and one for campus-based aid, as under current
procedures. But no additional forms or data are needed from the student.

cn a related '3:UV, toe Education Arend"ents of MU provided that
st,Jents not Uo charged a fee for processing the data required tiq fed,al
aid. Tn students in 7nstcmc..as wnere states or iw,titutionT, need
tne supple-crtal data frcr, cne Financial Aid and amine payroglt
a fee rniVit be a airier to receipt of aid, the ( Couhtml rnsti toted

pru,ra rrer thn rq,2- 3 Financial Aid Ferri. Under tars nn
ebure lcw ins ae stddertt applying for federal, scat', nO institutidnal
aid can do so free rf charge. The waiver tripusgn hidn

cbunse!drs 7;':U ar,ci other outreach program,. As tni, 1, tne
first year for tni: Jrocedure, we wil' be mon,to,ihq it, dre,,ress clesely,
and will be pleased to care the results with vou.and mime";,

: ni> m'rglatlor is help'ul. '1/ colle,r,ues in tne
anl,ir i. 4 ry'-f. are : 4P'c, e any .tmury, _,r, 'r
you ar y ,r .tiff a , r, tjWd-d , 'l yr reducin,., harrier
to

Sincerely,

Li /1,1',,E,:e
L<ecative Dir.r,cr
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Senator PELL On behalf of the chairman, I adjour-. the hearing.
[Whereupon, at 3.50 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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